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Welcome to the AACS  
State of the Industry  
Report 2016

We are once again pleased to bring the annual 
AACS State of the Industry report to you.

This report continues to be a sought after publication by retailers, suppliers, regulators, 
analysts and the media as it is the most credible insight into the Australian convenience 
industry.

I thank the Retailers who took the time to provide data to enable us to publish this 
year’s report. In addition, I thank Daniel Bone and the team at IRI for their insights and 
excellent work in again compiling this year’s report.

I also thank our major sponsors of this year’s AACS State of the Industry Report, 
Coca-Cola Amatil and Imperial Tobacco Australia.

As the drive to innovate across all businesses continues to gather momentum, and 
this has been recognised by the federal government as well, the need to focus on the 
customer and optimise performance of key categories has never been greater.

There is still an ongoing need to further develop a ‘culture of compliance’ within our 
industry for our store owners, franchisees, staff and customers.

As you will read further in this report, 2016 saw convenience in store merchandise 
sales grow by 4.5%  - a very credible performance in tough retail conditions.

This truly demonstrates that we should continue to have ‘confidence in convenience’. 
This is further underpinned by the announcements of major operators such as BP and 
Caltex about their growth plans for convenience stores, and the ongoing investment 
in their stores by other companies.

AACS remains committed to our pillars of Representation, Innovation, Communication 
and Education.

We will continue to advocate for our industry in areas affecting the things that matter 
to our members and could affect them both positively or negatively e.g. continued 
tobacco regulation, ‘health’ taxes, food regulations, penalty rates, alcohol sales 
regulations, container deposit legislation and importantly robberies and petrol theft. 
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Your 
AACS
Board

Retail Member Directors of AACS

Rob Anderson  APCO Chair
Julie Laycock  7-Eleven Vice Chair
Chris Andrianopoulos  AA Holdings  Treasurer
Amanda Woollard  BP
Darren Park  UCB
Steve Cardinale  New Sunrise Group 
Anisa Makalic Caltex

Supplier Member Directors of AACS

James Lane  Coca-Cola Amatil
Caroline Waite  Frucor

In 2016 these were just some of the  
AACS activities that took place:

• AACS Annual State of the Industry Report Launch

• AACS Supplier round table meetings

• AACS Downunder Study Tour to Sydney

• AACS Convenience Leaders Summit

• AACS Gala and Awards dinner

• AACS Collaboration and Innovation workshop

• AACS Overseas Study Tour to London and Amsterdam and then to the NACS Show in Atlanta

• AACS PJ Convenience Industry Award

• AACS Women in Convenience events

• AACS Weekly eNewsletter publication

• Regular submissions to government on issues that affect our industry such as tobacco 
regulations, sugar tax, container deposits, illicit tobacco etc

• Research to gauge public opinion into various facets that could positively or negatively affect 
our industry
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There is no doubt that the growth of quality food and beverage offers will 
continue in our industry. Healthier choices and wider selections for customers 
looking for something for now, for today and for later in the week need to be 
considered. 

Increasingly with the very aggressive activity by major competitors there 
will continue to be a focus on price and importantly value. This is an equally important 
issue for retailers and suppliers to our industry. There will be discontent within retailers 
as a result of stores having to support supermarkets as a de facto wholesaler, where 
prices are typically far  less than they would have to pay when buying through ‘traditional’ 

supplier channels. This presents a number of issues:

• Prices for products on special are significantly cheaper than manufacturer wholesale prices

• Stores are not counting the time taken to collect stock, pay cash etc

• Suppliers may lose sight of the value of the convenience channel as volumes shift to supermarkets 
and the channel is ‘devalued’ and not truly measures or accounted for based on purchase volumes

• Manufacturers  are supporting supermarkets with rebates etc  who in turn are also selling to other 
businesses rather than just consumers

These issues will need to be addressed as the competitive set will only increase as retail conditions 
tighten and major retailers look to consolidate or take market share.

From a convenience aspect our industry must look at how we continue to provide great value to 
customers, particularly on known value items or else the perception of being expensive across the 
store will continue. This is also true for some convenience categories e.g. groceries in some cases, 
where sales volumes are low, yet prices are more than double that found in other stores. Retailers 
can price at whatever prices they choose, but they should be conscious of competitive conditions 
and in some cases pricing items so that they are ‘at risk of being sold’ may be a better strategy that 
having very low sales at high prices and perceived margins and perpetuating the perception of the 
convenience industry being  expensive.

Are you thinking about the potential impacts and opportunities of new developments 
such as electric vehicles, self drive cars, hydrogen powered vehicles, self 
scanning, self checkouts?  High take up of some may be a few years away 
but as we have seen with other technologies, when costs come down and 
acceptance rises, dramatic shifts can occur very rapidly. Conventional c-store 

services such as prepaid phone cards, ATMs etc have made room for newer 
services that reflect greater retail disruption. Storage lockers, online ordering and 

product pickups for e-commerce purchases, drive throughs and at-the-pump ordering 
are now at some c-stores, which will increasingly employ new, unheard-of service platforms to get 
consumers out of their homes and into stores.

The Convenience industry is strong and we should 
continue to have confidence in our industry however 
we need to be aware of a number of trends and 
issues now and into the future.

Value

Technology 
+ 

 services

Food is the 
future
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Responsible retailers is an ongoing need in our 
industry, whether this is in selling tobacco, lottery or 
other age restricted products and also ensuring that we are compliant 
with all regulations which unfortunately seem to be ever increasing 
despite government spin about reducing red tape and regulations.

Safety and security of our staff and customers. There are a 
number of issues negatively affecting our Members and they 
are to some degree related: petrol theft, robberies with violence 
targeting tobacco and sales of illicit tobacco by unscrupulous retailers, in 
markets etc. We have actively been campaigning on the issue of petrol 
theft since 2012, when even then our position was that if the law is soft 

on those that drive of without paying for petrol i.e. petrol theft, it will lead to 
greater crimes being committed against retailers. We are unfortunately now 

seeing this play out with serious results for honest retailers and their staff. Governments took 
our approaches lightly and VicPol to some degree paid lip service to the issue – a number of 
forums were conducted with no real outcomes for retailers. Pre pay was simplistically seen 
as the answer which it is not, and even if some smaller retailers adopted this supermarket 
majors i.e. Coles and Woolies openly stated that they would not support it which would then 
take customers away from independent / other retailers affecting small businesses. The vast 
majority of customers do the right thing. We would like to see a State, and ideally Victoria; look 
beyond the ineffective recommendations from the petrol theft inquiry which failed to adopt 
proposals from retailers, and legislate that stealing petrol in Victoria will be treated as a crime. 
A strong message needs to be sent. 

Operators have upgraded security, trained staff, are working with upgraded reporting systems, 
have CCTV, have number plate recognition systems in many cases; however there is just no 
strong deterrent to crims and other opportunists intent on stealing petrol. Police are no doubt 
frustrated by the lack of judicial support when people are brought before the courts and there 
are no real deterrents in place. It really is time for change and AACS will continue to vigorously 
pursue this matter.

We do look forward to continuing to bring new and innovative initiatives to you, and to work 
with our Members for the ongoing benefit of our industry.

Safety 
+ 

security

Responsible 
retailers

Jeff Rogut 
FAIM, MAICD, FCLP
Chief Executive Officer
Australasian Association of 
Convenience Stores Limited
ACN: 156 638 023
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Building on from 2014 and 2015, IRI were again appointed by the AACS board to compile the AACS State of the Industry (SOI) 
Report to provide the most robust and granular market performance overview for the local Petrol and Convenience (P&C) industry. 
A number of different data sources have been used in pulling together the 2016 AACS SOI report.

• IRI’s MarketEdge service provides an overview of Total P&C channel performance.  Overall channel and category 
performance data is derived from IRI’s MarketEdge service, which uses actual retail sales scan data, combined with top line 
retailer sales performance collected from AACS retailer members for the purpose of the SOI report. Not all P&C retailers are 
members of AACS, or able to provide data across all areas of their business. As such, not all have provided data for this report. 
In instances where retailers are not able to provide data through either of these methods a projection is included to represent 
their contribution to the P&C retail market.    

• IRI’s MarketEdge service is used to explore category and brand performance. IRI’s MarketEdge service incorporates 
actual scan sales data coverage for most major P&C retailers, enabling a more granular view of what brands and dynamics 
are driving performance within departments. Department performance trends allow us to gauge the leading destinations for 
c-store shoppers. 

Market Coverage: 63% 
Scan Data 

7-Eleven, APCO, BP, Caltex, Coles Express, Night Owl, 
Freedom Fuels and Woolworths Petrol

 
Market Coverage: 30% 

Data provided to the report by Retailers  

Market Coverage: 7% 
Data estimates from Independent Retailers 

63%

30%

7%

REPORT 
METHODOLOGY
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Retailer Fuel  
Metrics

Merchandise 
Metrics

Employee 
Statistics Store Statistics IRI Scan Retail 

Sales 

7 Eleven

AA Petroleum

APCO

BP 

Caltex

Coles Express Not a member of AACS

Freedom Fuels

Night Owl

New Sunrise 

Peregrine

Puma Energy

UCB

Woolworths Not a member of AACS
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PERFORMANCE 
SUMMARY

The $8.3 billion Petrol & Convenience  
industry grew by 4.5% in 2016

Petrol & Convenience recorded stronger dollar growth in 2016 

The $8.3 billion Australian Petrol & Convenience (P&C) industry recorded dollar growth of 4.5% in 2016, up from 3.7% in 2015. 
This amounted to $353 million dollars of additional sales. The rate of growth is consistent with the performance reported by 
AACS throughout the last 5 years, during which time industry growth has been oscillating between 3.4% and 4.5%.  

P&C retailing has generated an additional $1.3 billion in the last 5 years 

Compared to 2012, P&C generated an additional $1.3 billion in sales ($8.3 billion in 2016 versus $7.0 billion in 2012) – an 
overall increase of around 19%. It reflects the robustness of the industry and the innovativeness of its operators amid a generally 
challenging economic and retailing backdrop. The consistency of growth, and the manner in which P&C continues to outperform 
the Australian Packaged Grocery market, provides reason to be cautiously optimistic by the industry’s near- and long-term 
outlook. The ability to make ad hoc top up purchases with a focused and simple range continues to make for an enticing retail 
proposition. Nevertheless, it is the evolving in-store environment – as operators to better cater for Food To Go missions – that is 
particularly exciting for the industry. It seems that global oil companies are once again seeing the merits of (re)investing in the 
shop business in order to generate revenue growth.  

Australian operators can also take encouragement from strong US performance 

NACS State of the Industry data showed US convenience stores experienced record in-store sales of $233 billion in 2016, and 
the third straight year of $10 billion-plus in pre-tax profits. Eight of the 10 top in-store categories saw positive sales, including 
Cigarettes, and nine had positive gross profit dollar growth. The US performance also speaks to the importance of getting 
foodservice right; in-store sales grew +3.2%, led by foodservice (+5.6%) and non-cigarette merchandise (+2.5%).

3.7%
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DOLLAR 
GROWTH $353m

INDUSTRY DOLLAR GROWTH HAS CONSISTENTLY TRACKED BETWEEN 3-5% FOR THE LAST 5 YEARS
P&C dollar sales (billions) and YOY growth (%), 2012-2016

4.5%
VALUE

TOTAL PETROL  
& CONVENIENCE

$8.3bn

Source: IRI MarketEdge and AACS Member submissions

3.4% 3.7%4.5% 4.5%

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

7.0 7.3 7.6 7.9 8.3



PERFORMANCE SUMMARY

Source: IRI MarketEdge

+3.1%

+5.4%

+0.7%

+3.7%

+5.5%

-0.3%

+1.5%

Accelerated growth was led by South Australia  
and New South Wales

Growth in New South Wales and South 
Australia boosted national performance

Based on IRI’s scan operator accounts only, 
improved industry growth nationally has been 
chiefly influenced by the 5.4% dollar gain in 
New South Wales, 5.5% uplift in South Australia 
and 3.7% growth in Victoria. The strong uplift in 
New South Wales reflects the strength of the 
state’s economy. Highlighting this, Comsec’s 
State of the States report published in January 
2017 cited New South Wales as the country’s 
“best performing economy” on the basis of its 
“broad-based strength.”

The rate of growth in P&C was higher than  
in other fmcg channels

P&C growth compares favourably to other leading Australian retail channels

IRI’s measurement of retail performance across FMCG channels reveals that annual dollar and volume growth in the P&C 
industry outperformed other industry verticals. In particular, the sizeable Australian Packaged Grocery market ($59.9 billion) 
is a barometer of modern day retail challenges. As shoppers have migrated toward the value messaging of Aldi and Coles in 
recent years, Packaged Grocery dollar growth fell below 1% in 2016 – down from highs of 8% in 2009. Although performance 
has picked up marginally in the last 6 months, the trend illustrates the impact of long-term price discounting. Of the other 
three channels in IRI’s coverage, only Pharmacy matched P&C in recording dollar growth above 4%. However, Pharmacy’s 
performance was skewed by Australian based consumers buying products for a (fragile/softening) export market to Asia.

P&C can, and should, play a role in enhancing the retail liquor market

In calling out the performance of Australian retail liquor (+3.3% in 2016), it is worth emphasising that convenience stores 
around the world are able to participate in the retail packaged liquor market. Australia is one of the few countries where this 
is illegal. Convenience stores are proven responsible retailers and are willing to operate within an agreed framework in terms 
of trading hour restrictions, staff training and other compliance requirements. As such, AACS welcomed the recommendations 
from the select committee on red tape calling for convenience stores to have the right to sell packaged liquor. P&C operators 
deserve a right to compete on a level playing field. 

ABOVE AVERAGE GROWTH WAS RECORDED IN NEW SOUTH WALES AND SOUTH AUSTRALIA 
P&C dollar growth (%) by state, MAT To 01/01/17
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Strong P&C growth comes amid some  
challenging macro fundamentals

Australia’s macro-economic climate presented a mixed picture

Concern surrounding the economy’s vulnerability to external risks, as well as a mounting debt bubble, existed against a backdrop 
of needing to ignite Australia’s non-mining economy. This scenario continued to periodically weigh on business and consumer 
confidence. More positively, consistently low inflation and interest rates – and a steadying labour market – helped to sustain 
consumer confidence and spending. While cautious, consumer confidence levels in 2016 remained broadly in line with longer-
term trends.

The Q3 GDP contraction weighed on sentiment towards the end of the year

Signs of softening confidence towards the year-end emerged as the trickle-down effect of disappointing data, especially a weak 
Q3 GDP result, weighed on the economic outlook. The surprise -0.5% contraction in September quarter GDP growth was the 
first since the March quarter 2011, and the fastest fall since the December quarter 2008. Australians are generally not used 
to this; a quarter of negative economic growth has only occurred on 3 instances in 25 years. Taking this into account, the 4.5% 
growth of P&C retail is all the more respectable.

Source: IRI MarketEdge and AACS Member submissions      *IRI MarketEdge scan accounts only

3.3%
VALUE

3.5%
UNITS

SALES

$16.9bn

LIQUOR

4.5%
VALUE

4.3%*

UNITS

SALES

$8.3bn

P&C

4.4%
VALUE

3.7%
UNITS

SALES

$6.6bn

PHARMACY

1.2%
VALUE

1.6%
UNITS

SALES

$59.9bn

GROCERY

P&C’S 4.5% GROWTH COMPARES PARTICULARLY WELL WITH PACKAGED GROCERY 
Dollar sales, and value and units growth by FMCG channel, MAT To 01/01/17
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PERFORMANCE SUMMARY

FOUR KEY FACTORS INHIBITING CONSUMER  
SPEND/CONFIDENCE INCLUDE…

Low wage growth

A record low.  
Not grown for 3 years

WAGE PRICE INDEX:

1.9%

Underemployment

A record high. Add to  
5.7% unemployment

UNDEREMPLOYMENT:

8.5%

GDP contraction

First decline  
since Q1 2011

Q3 GDP GROWTH:

-0.5%

Consumer cutbacks

Higher margins in P&C also 
reflect higher mark-ups

MAKING CUTBACKS:

40%

Source:  ABS and IRI Shopper Panel

Consumer confidence softened slightly  
towards the year-end

CONFIDENCE STILL TRACKED BROADLY IN LINE WITH LONG-TERM AVERAGES  
BUT DIPPED TOWARDS THE YEAR-END

Consumer Confidence Index, by measure, January 2008 to December 2016
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Food growth has outperformed non-food  
for successive years

Low wage growth helped to minimise inflationary pressure 

Australia is currently seeing a prolonged period of extremely low inflation – an outcome that reflects record lows in wage growth 
that intensified further in 2016. An inflation rate of 1.5% is pinned well below the Reserve Bank’s target band of 2-3%. But it 
created broadly consistent and stimulatory monetary conditions that helped to sustain retail spend. 

Static wages also drove the feeling among many of simply ‘getting by’

In an era of anaemic income growth, less than one in 3 Australians felt ‘comfortable’ (28%) in May 2016, which is broadly in line 
with those ‘finding it difficult’ (30%). The prevailing perspective among 43% of respondents in the consumer research by CHOICE 
is simply ‘getting by.’ No wonder 40% of IRI Shopper panellists also reported making “numerous cutbacks to save money.”

Food/Beverages once again generated more growth than Non-Food in 2016

In 2016, YOY dollar growth of Food/Beverage merchandise (+6.1%) exceeded Non-Food merchandise (+3.2%) for the second 
successive year. The $209 million added by Food/Beverage compared with $144 million from the larger Non Food merchandise 
(56% share of P&C sales). It serves as continuing evidence that a more progressive food offering represents the future for the 
industry as Australians adopt more flexible attitudes towards the ‘what’ and the ‘where’ decisions regarding food intake. Younger 
consumers in particular are finding ways to have meals/light meals on their own terms. 

Investment in food is about future-proofing the industry

The entire industry is continuously elevating the quality, variety and freshness of the food offer. Stores taking on a café aesthetic 
and ambience (e.g. The Foodary by Caltex) will further drive the growth of non-fuel specific missions. Highlighting this trend 
globally, him! international research across 8 countries (including Australia) established that those going to forecourts just to buy 
fuel had fallen by a third from 2011 to 2016. 

FOOD ACCOUNTED FOR 44% OF SALES, BUT 59% OF P&C DOLLAR GROWTH IN 2016
YOY growth (%), 2015 and 2016

ACTUAL GROWTH ($M)

DOLLAR SHARE OF CATEGORY

NON FOOD (excl. fuel) FOOD

55.7% 44.3%

6.1%

3.9%
3.2%3.5%

144 209

  2015      2016    Source:  IRI MarketEdge and AACS Member submissions
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PERFORMANCE SUMMARY

The P&C channel’s margin advantage versus  
grocery strengthened in 2016

THE AVERAGE P&C INDUSTRY MARGIN IS NEARLY 7 TIMES HIGHER THAN GROCERY  
P&C Margins (%), by area of merchandise, 2016

% CHANGE YEAR ON YEAR

% OF TOTAL $ MARGIN

9.9%5.0% 3.1%31.9% 3.6% 7.7% 6.2%1.3% 0.4%1.8% 25.3% 0.9% 2.2%

50.3%

40.9%

61.4%

43.1%
49.2%

38.7%

18.8%

49.9%

39.4%

23.0%

47.9%
38.6%

15.3%

0.8% -2.1% -9.4% 2.8%16.7% -2.2% 7.3% 1.8%0.0%1.6% 1.7% 1.3% -0.9%
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This is likely to continue as petrol demand slows and electric vehicles, driverless cars and car-sharing potentially transform 
transport usage in the years ahead. In contrast, foodservice is a catalyst for multiple visits during the day/week. 

Operators are adjusting their strategies to realise the latent food opportunity 

Coles Express was a telling example of the shift beyond fuel playing out here in Australia; its’ fuel volumes were down, but 
in-store merchandise growth was upwards of 6% due to “improved and expanded food to go range.” The Yum at Little Coles 
concept is a further play to position Coles as a convenience store rather than a mere fuel service station destination. Elsewhere, 
Woolworths stated its commitment to “build a really world-class convenience food business” thanks to the pending alliance 
with BP. 

Source:  AACS Member submissions
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+10.8%
2016  
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GROWTH

5.3%
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Just four of the 19 categories generated most  
of the industry’s dollar growth in 2016

The margin dynamics in P&C versus Grocery showcase industry strength

Within Australian Packaged Grocery, lowering the cost of the weekly shop for customers has prompted a period of sustained 
price deflation, and mounting price and margin pressure. Highlighting this, Coles has seen cumulative deflation of -7.5% since 
2009. The scenario is one of many reasons why (aside from the price premium that consumers are willing to pay for convenience) 
such a strong comparative margin advantage exists in P&C retailing (36.9%) versus Grocery (5.3%). Based on AACS member 
retailer contributions, (unweighted) average P&C margins have grown from 33.3% in 2015 to 36.9% in 2016. Across all 
areas of merchandise, average margins were above the Grocery average. Also, in 11 of the 13 areas margin exceeded 20%. 
Strategies that protect the channel’s margin advantage are crucial for sustainable growth. So it is with some degree of concern 
that Coles Express recently reported its eighth consecutive quarter of price deflation (excluding Tobacco). 

Staff costs increased in 2016, while the rate of employee turnover fell

Media scrutiny about the underpayment of worker wages has once again cast a negative spotlight on the channel in 2016. 
However, from an operational perspective, the staff turnover rate of 38.3% was the lowest it has been in years having reached 
a high of nearly 54% in 2015. The figure remains high and should be a focus for those retailers focusing on enhancing the On 
The Go Food proposition. After all, credibly delivering more premium food somewhat relies on retaining quality staff to deliver and 
enhance the overall shopper experience. Also of note is that labour costs as a % of site sales grew by 14% (amounting to 3.8%) 
and that total store costs of running outlets as a % of turnover (11.8%) also grew according to ACCS member contributions.

Four categories drove industry growth in 2016 – led by the two largest

Improved industry performance in 2016 was supported by 14 of the 19 core areas of merchandise recording dollar growth. This 
points to the wide range of shopper needs that P&C stores fulfil. Tobacco, Ready to Drink (RTD), General Merchandise, and On 
The Go Food were the clear driving forces of industry growth in 2016. The two largest categories, Tobacco and RTD beverages, 
collectively accounted for 56.4% of dollar sales and 60.0% of industry growth. Both categories recorded mid single digit gains 
in 2016. For RTD, it represented a notable turnaround given the negative growth (-0.5%) recorded in 2015. While Tobacco’s 
performance remains robust against a backdrop of inhibitive legislation, growth has fallen for two consecutive years and is down 
from 9.9% in 2014. Price increases from excise tax was once again the main value driver, despite shoppers continuing to trade 
down to value offers.

Three categories are contributing to most of the dollar drainage

Communications, Printed Materials and Travel Tickets accounted for $73 million in losses in 2016. Communications was once 
again the worst performing area of merchandise with the -11.7% dollar decline amounting to losses of -$50 million. Nevertheless, 
it should be noted that Communications still generated $378 million in sales (4.6% share). The category is perhaps not helped 
by modernised P&C stores with a more comprehensive array of other in-store services such as charging stations and free  
Wi-Fi – particularly in refurbished stores where in-store sit-down areas have emerged as a core feature as stores take on more 
of a contemporary café aesthetic.

The remainder of this report covers the dynamics shaping the key categories

The sections that follow explore the specifics that are impacting merchandise performance. While not all categories are covered, 
AACS aims to offer a compelling snapshot of what merchandise is bringing shoppers into store and driving basket spend. 
Equally, we explore the reasons why underperforming categories are losing relevance with P&C shoppers.
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19%38% 5%5% 5% 6% 2%2% 1%1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 2%3% 2% 2% 5%
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PERFORMANCE SUMMARY

THE FOUR LEADING GROWTH DRIVING CATEGORIES GENERATED $358M IN GROWTH 
Actual Dollar Growth (millions) and YOY growth (%), by category
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SITE STATISTICS

Retailer 2016 2015 Difference % Difference

7-Eleven 645 626 19 3.0%
AA Holdings 53 52 1 1.9%
APCO 24 24 0 0.0%
BP COCO 304 200 104 52.0%
BP Regional 4 121 -117 -96.7%
Caltex All Star 654 630 24 3.8%
Coles Express 695 680 15 2.2%
Freedom Fuels 43 41 2 4.9%
Independents 743 771 -28 -3.6%
New Sunrise 770 658 112 17.0%
Night Owl 70 67 3 4.5%
On The Run (Peregine) 137 132 5 3.8%
Puma Energy 221 199 22 11.1%
UCB 1077 1021 56 5.5%
United (including Distributors) 370 302 68 22.5%
Woolworths Petrol 527 518 9 1.7%

TOTAL 6337 6042 295 4.8%
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1

2

3

Category Value ($000,000s) Share 2016 Growth 2015 Growth

Total Convenience 8,269 100.0% 4.5% 3.7%

Total Non Food 4,609 55.7% 3.2% 3.5%

Total Food 3,660 44.3% 6.1% 3.9%

General Merchandise 451 5.5% 19.6% 9.8%

Medicinal 44 0.5% 18.9% 10.1%

On The Go Food 465 5.6% 18.3% 13.0%

Household 59 0.7% 11.3% 76.7%

Take Home Food 61 0.7% 8.9% 17.9%

Milk 179 2.2% 7.2% 4.1%

Snackfoods 186 2.2% 6.9% 5.7%

Ready To Drink 1,551 18.8% 5.2% -0.5%

Grocery 106 1.3% 5.0% 19.7%

Tobacco 3,114 37.7% 4.5% 5.2%

Bread 48 0.6% 4.3% 0.4%

Confectionery 522 6.3% 3.6% 3.1%

Take Home Beverage 379 4.6% 3.0% 9.7%

Personal Care 40 0.5% 2.6% 3.9%

Car Accessories 195 2.4% -2.0% -2.8%

Ice Cream 163 2.0% -3.0% 1.9%

Travel Tickets 172 2.1% -5.0% 6.6%

Printed Materials 156 1.9% -8.2% -8.5%

Communications 378 4.6% -11.7% -10.1%

Convenience Channel Performance
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FUEL

Fuel volumes 
recorded accelerated 
growth as premium 

fuels again grew

FUEL VOLUMES GREW 5.9% AND 
THERE WAS FURTHER MOMENTUM IN 
THE SHIFT TOWARD PREMIUM FUELS, 

WHICH SUPPORT HIGH-QUALITY, 
DIFFERENTIATED DESTINATIONS

Fuel sales volume growth was up on 2015 levels

P&C retailing continued to evolve in 2016 beyond fuel. 
Nevertheless, fuel does remain a unique footfall driver. 
Based on comparable retailer contributions, P&C fuel sales 
volumes grew by 5.9% in 2016 – up from 1.8% in 2015 
and 3.5% in 2014. The uplift was propelled by a number of 
AACS members reporting double-digit volume gains as new 
sites opened, and motorists took advantage of falling and 
transparent fuel prices. However, it should be acknowledged 
that the number is not comparing like-for-like performance 
and does not include all channel operators.

Industry fuel margins were also up slightly in 
2016 

ACCC data based on gross indicative retail differences 
(GIRDS), calculated by subtracting average terminal gate 
prices from average retail petrol prices, reveals that fuel 
margins have grown 24.7% from 2014-16. Average GIRDS 
stood at 10.6 cpl in 2016 – up from 10.4 cpl in 2015 and 
8.50 cpl in 2014. 

Fuel performance varied considerably by 
operator

AACS member submissions and publicly reported data 
revealed that fuel performance was variable. In its annual 
2016 full year results announcement in February, Caltex 
reported sales volumes for 2016 that were in line with 
2015. Coles Express fuel volumes fell 13% in H2 2016 in 
stark contrast to in-store sales growth of 6.4%. Wesfarmers 
attributed an under-indexing in site openings versus 
competitors as weighing down on fuel volumes. Indeed, data 
submitted by AACS members indicates that new sites have 
been key to driving fuel volume growth; highlighting this, 
average volume growth per store (+1.0%) was far lower 
than the 5.9% growth overall. 

The focus on premium fuel among leading 
operators was evident in 2016

In its annual 2016 full year results announcement in February, 
Caltex revealed that premium fuel were up 3% versus 2015, 
while other petrol volumes declined by 2%. The highest 
growth was in the higher margin Vortex 98 petrol (+8%), 
with 98 Octane representing about 44% of total premium 
sales. Growth has been boosted by investment in forecourt 
infrastructure; Caltex has installed four-pump bowsers that 
enable customers to get 95 and 98 regardless of location 
on the forecourt. Generating further momentum will be the 
relaunch of Caltex’s newly formulated Vortex fitness fuels, 
which are described as “next generation fuels” that aim to 
create a real point of (fuel) difference for Caltex. BP has 
also been backing its premium tier fuels with a marketing 
campaign that aims to generate awareness and bring to life 
BP’s “best ever dirt busting fuels.”

5.9%

FUEL  
SALES

(litres 000s)

Source: AACS member submissions and Company Trading Statements 

Premium  
fuels in Caltex  
were up 3%

BP has been 
backing its 
premium 
fuels with 
advertising 

support
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2015

2015

2014

2014

2016

2016

+7.9%+2.6% +3.0%

Fuel price falls have coincided with a spike  
in litres per transaction

Continuing the downward trajectory, fuel prices fell by -9.2%

ACCC calculations show that average seven-day rolling retail petrol prices in Australia’s five largest cities once again fluctuated. 
Averaging 116.3 cpl annually, prices deviated from the low of 102.6 cpl in late-February to a high of 128.6 cpl in mid-June. 
Following the June spike, prices then dipped below 110 cpl in August before rising to 126.3 cpl on 31 December 2016. Tellingly, 
the high point in June was only marginally higher than the 2015 annual average (128.1 cpl). This reflects a -9.2% YOY drop 
in fuel prices in 2016, continuing the downward trajectory after a -12.5% reduction in 2015. Falling prices has been a driving 
force of volume and in-store merchandise growth; the extra dollars saved at the petrol pump may serve to boost revenues of 
discretionary purchases.

The length and size of petrol price cycles have increased, propelling uncertainty

Retail fuel prices tend to move in cycles, which can be a source of consumer frustration at a time of heightened pricing 
transparency in other consumer product industries. According to ACCC analysis, petrol price cycles in Sydney, Melbourne, 
Brisbane and Adelaide had an average length of 7 or 8 days in 2007. Fast-forward to 2016 and the average length of price 
cycles in all cities (apart from Perth) ranged from 3 weeks to over a month. Over the same period, the average size of the price 
cycle increase (i.e. the jump from the trough price to the peak price) more than doubled from 9.0 cpl in 2007 to around 20 cpl 
in 2016. No wonder 60% of motorists in 2015 told Canstar that they follow fuel prices and fill up on days when it is cheapest.

Retail prices in Brisbane remained the highest among the five largest cities 

Prices being higher in Brisbane versus the other 4 major cities is a long running trend and reflects Queenslanders in general 
regularly paying more for petrol than  motorists elsewhere. Going forward, there are concerns that the Queensland governments’ 
push on ethanol sales quotas will force higher fuel costs onto already frustrated consumers.

Source: ACCC

Source: Retailer Contributions

Source: ACCC

AVERAGE FUEL PRICES IN 2016 WERE 116.3 CPL FUEL PRICES ARE TRENDING 
DOWNWARDS

LITRES PER TRANSACTION IS 
TRENDING UPWARDS

Average fuel prices by city (cpl), and YOY change (%)
Average fuel prices by year

41

146.4

Average: 116.3 cpl

Melbourne
116.6
-7.6%

Adelaide
114.3

-10.5%

Sydney
114.8

-10.0%

Brisbane
119.3
-8.8%

Perth
116.6
-9.3%

43

128.1

44

116.3
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Litres per transaction grew amid falling prices and lower concern about fuel prices  

When fuel prices are low, consumers are incentivised to capitalise on potential savings by more fully replenishing their tanks. The 
downward trajectory in fuel prices therefore helps to contextualise the 3.0% growth in litres per transaction reported by P&C 
operators in 2016. It follows a 7.9% spike in 2015 and a 2.6% increase in 2014. This transaction dynamic has also coincided 
with a notable reduction in the levels of concern expressed about the cost of fuel in the past two years. According to CHOICE 
research, 63% of Australians expressed concern about fuel prices in mid-2016 – down 15 percentage points versus mid-2015.

Price transparency services came to the fore in 2016

The retail environment is changing as operators across industries respond to a growing expectation among shoppers for a 
simpler and more transparent experience along the path-to-purchase. Responding to this, a notable development in 2015-
16 has been a number of websites and apps providing near real-time retail petrol pricing information. In doing so, Australian 
motorists are empowered with the information to determine the variation in retail prices across locations and use it to aid choices 
about where to purchase. Examples include GasBuddy (launched in March 2016), Petrol Spy, an NRMA app (commenced in 
August 2016), as well as upgrades to existing sources such as MotorMouth. The mechanics of the schemes differ with the user-
generated nature of some resulting in the offer of gifts and incentives for sharing prices.

7-Eleven’s “world-first” app was a notable innovation in 2016

In March 2016, 7-Eleven launched a “world-first” app that lets consumers “lock in” a fuel price for up to seven days. A year after 
launching, the app has reportedly saved motorists more than $1 million on fuel purchases. Approaching 300,000 fuel price 
locks have saved 7-Eleven customers an average of 10.5 cents per litre. It represents a differentiating alternative to other fuel 
discount schemes that generally require customers to spend money in-store in order to be rewarded. This point of difference is 
likely a factor in a large proportion of the Fuel App users being new customers to 7-Eleven.

FUEL

The focus on the fuel pricing conversation  
amplified in 2016

IN AN AGE OF PRICING TRANSPARENCY FUELLED BY THE RISE OF REAL TIME INSIGHT  
ON FUEL PRICES, OPERATORS FACE INTENSIFYING SCRUTINY

Source: Convenience & Impulse Retailing, Herald Sun, Daily Mail Australia and The Sydney Morning Herald
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Australians are embracing petrol pricing services 

ACCC data based on the operators of the fuel pricing information providers illustrates that usage of the websites and apps 
increased from around four million hits in the December quarter 2015 to around 21 million hits in the December quarter 2016. 
This may account for the aforementioned reduction in concern expressed by Australians towards fuel prices. Regardless, the 
implications for operators are clear: non-competitive pricing will impact performance. Coles’ premium fuel prices – which have 
been covered in national and local business media – have seemingly contributed to weak petrol volumes. Fuel tracker service 
MotorMouth revealed that petrol is on average more than 4c pricier at Coles Express than at rival petrol stations across 
Melbourne, Sydney and Brisbane. More generally, Coles Express has also garnered some negative press coverage about its 
fuel prices.

FUEL

Petrol pricing apps and websites enhanced  
fuel pricing transparency

A MAJORITY OF MOTORISTS BEING ATTENTIVE TO FUEL PRICE VARIABILITY HAS COINCIDED WITH 
A SURGE IN SERVICES OFFERING REAL-TIME RETAIL PETROL PRICING INFORMATION  

63% 60%
EXPRESS 
CONCERN 

ABOUT FUEL 
PRICES

“FOLLOW FUEL 
PRICES AND 
FILL UP ON 

DAYS WHEN IT 
IS CHEAPEST”

17

21

4

Petrol pricing app and website usage  
(millions of hits) by quarter

QTR TO 
JUNE 
2016

QTR TO 
DEC 
2015

QTR TO 
DEC 
2016

Source: CHOICE and Canstar Source: ACCC
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The financial ramifications of petrol theft (or “drive-offs“) persist

One of the main issues affecting P&C stores in Australia is the crime of petrol theft. For two consecutive years, petrol theft has 
cost a typical store in the industry $186 per week. That amounts to upwards of $66 million annually. This is particularly troubling 
given that fuel drive-offs tend to increase when prices are on the rise.

Smaller independently run service stations are carrying a heavier burden

Costs of preventing fuel theft are an additional economic cost as sub-optimal legislation to effectively deter drive-offs puts an 
undue emphasis on retailers to tackle the issue. What is particularly problematic is that it is often small family businesses that 
are most significantly impacted; these operators, seen as “easy targets” by opportunistic criminals, are averaging $227 per store 
per week in lost revenue. The cost is particularly challenging for smaller operators to absorb and will in many instances simply 
be passed down to motorists. 

The wider social costs of petrol theft are also troubling 

When motorists fill up then drive off without paying, often in a hurried, unsafe and reckless way, it has dire safety implications for 
other customers and members of the public as well.

Policy and law enforcement support is needed to recognise petrol theft as a crime 

AACS has tabled various potential solutions to petrol theft with State Government, including heavy fines and loss of licence 
demerit points. We are certain that an effective framework for cracking down on petrol theft can be devised and implemented 
in order to show that petrol theft is illegal, unacceptable and will be seriously prosecuted. 

FUEL

Petrol theft continues to be a costly issue  
for the industry

P&C STORES SUFFER FINANCIAL LOSSES EVERY WEEK DUE TO CRIMINALS STEALING PETROL  

$66m $186
TOTAL 

INDUSTRY 
COST

COST PER 
SITE PER 

WEEK

Source:  AACS Member submissions
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FUEL

Progressive retailers are responding to the need for “instant gratification” 

In 2016, the FMCG industry was introduced to the concept of a checkout-free grocery stores in the form of Amazon Go.  
All shoppers will require is the Amazon Go app to enter the store and start shopping. While still some way from being a reality 
here in Australia, it is symptomatic of the need for instant gratification among digitally connected consumers. The incentive for 
Amazon will be to target and upsell customers on more products and in-store promotions. 

Fuel buyers can now make fuel payments from the comfort of their vehicle

Much like Amazon is incentivised to connect digitally, BP has launched a mobile payment app that provides “a direct personalized 
channel to our high-value customers.” BPMe allows consumers to locate their most convenient BP petrol station and purchase 
fuel from the comfort of their own vehicle. They can also store e-receipts. By opening up that personalised channel, BP will no 
doubt hope to utilise real-time communications and promotion to entice consumers inside. Indeed, BP has traditionally enticed 
shoppers in-store with fuel savings connected to in-store impulse items. Elsewhere, Caltex has enabled The Foodary customers 
to refill and pay for fuel without going in-store to ensure a seamless shopping experience. While the need to embrace the trend 
towards mobile and card-less payments, the P&C industry must also be mindful about dis-incentivising shoppers from adding 
to their basket size. 

Bowser-based fuel purchasing is likely to  
take-off in 2017

BP HAS INTRODUCED AUSTRALIA’S FIRST PAYMENT APP, PROVIDING A DIGITAL PLATFORM  
FOR PERSONALISED ENGAGEMENT

BP has traditionally enticed shoppers in-store with fuel savings connected to in-store impulse items
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TOBACCO

Tobacco growth 
continues to be 

propelled by lower 
priced brands 

DOLLAR 
GROWTH $135m

4.5%
(2016)

TOBACCO RECORDED MID SINGLE-DIGIT 
GAINS IN 2016

Sales ($ billions) and YOY growth (%)

5.2%
(2015)

TOTAL
TOBACCO

$3.1bn

Source: IRI MarketEdge and AACS Member submissions

These usage fundamentals underpin a category that 
generated $3.1 billion in revenue through P&C retail in 
2016, and $135 million dollar growth. That amounted to 
93.8% of all non-food growth, and 38.2% of total industry 
growth (just above Tobacco’s 37.7% share). Tobacco, led by 
ITA, also accounted for 3 of the top 10 growth generating 
suppliers in P&C retailing in 2016. Nevertheless, overall 
YOY dollar growth of 4.5% was down versus 2015 (+5.2%) 
and 2014 (+8.9%) as a challenging environment for 
Tobacco retailing begins to impact the P&C channel and 
threaten future margins.

Excise increases once again underpinned the 
share gains of Sub Value Cigarettes

Category shifts have occurred as a result of the recent 
legislation change. In particular, Sub Value Cigarette’s dollar 
share of Tobacco sold in P&C has grown by 15.4 percentage 
points in the past 2 years. The segment generated over 
a third (34.2%) of Tobacco revenues in 2016, as well as 
accounting for 3 of the top 5 Tobacco brands and six of 
the top 10 growth generating SKU’s. This growth dynamic 
reflects Tobacco users who are seeking to optimise value 
for money amid an unprecedented cycle of excise increases 
dating back to August 2013 (or even April 2010 when the 
industry absorbed a 25% hike). An annual excise increase 
of 12.5% implemented in the four years since 2013 has 
now snowballed into another series of annual 12.5% 
increases on 1 September of each year from 2017 to 2020. 
In response, store operators must manage their pricing 
especially carefully.

Reduced Sub Value Cigarette growth was driven 
by 3 brands – led by Bond Street

Despite continued share gains in a segment that addresses 
affordability requirements of consumers, dollar growth in 
Sub Value Cigarettes slowed from 62.6% in 2015 to 25.1% 
in 2016. There was also a shift in brands driving growth 
with Bond Street seeing a near three-fold increase in dollar 
sales on the back of strong performance from 20, 25 and 
40-packs of Bond Street Blue. Rothmans, the predominant 
driver of growth in 2015, recorded a significantly lower rate 
of growth in 2016. The largest sub value brand, JPS, also 
recorded slower growth compared to 2015.

RYO continues to entice smokers as an 
affordable option

Roll Your Own (RYO) is a high growth category in both 
Grocery and P&C. Dollar sales in P&C grew 13.9% in 2016 
– albeit down from 20.9% in 2015. In the last 2 years, Roll 
Your Own added 1.6 percentage share points to account for 
8.1% of dollar sales in P&C. 

The $3.1 billion Tobacco category is the driving 
force of non-food growth

In Australia, 1 in 6 adults – or about three million people – 
choose to smoke. On average, Tailor Made Cigarette (TMC) 
smokers consume 12.4 sticks per day and RYO smokers 
14.0 sticks per day. Based on these consumption rates, the 
average 25s/25g pack/pouch smoker will require a new 
pack every 2 days. 
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SUB VALUE CIGARETTES AND ROLL YOUR OWN LED GROWTH.  
OTHER SEGMENTS POSTED HEAVY LOSSES 

Top and bottom 3 Tobacco growth segments

SHARE OF GROWTH (%)

DOLLAR SHARE OF CATEGORY

Papers
Value  

Cigarettes
Premium 

CigarettesRoll Your Own
Sub Value 
Cigarettes

Mainstream 
Cigarettes

8%34% 40%<1% 3% 13%

8.2
10.5

3.3

-10.2

13.9

25.1

-0.8

8.1

-24.6

-13.9

-26.1

-20.9

23%158% -8%1% -25% -49%

  Dollar Growth (%)      Units Growth (%)

-139% SHARE OF GROWTH

The top and bottom skus reflect a rapidly  
changing tobacco landscape

SUB VALUE CIGARETTE SKUS FEATURE HEAVILY AMONG THE TOP PERFORMING SKUS  
AS PRICE BECOMES THE KEY FACTOR IN THE PURCHASE DECISION

Top 10 and Bottom 10 growth contributing Tobacco SKUs

TOP 10 GROWTH CONTRIBUTING SKUS BOTTOM 10 GROWTH DRAINING SKUS 

  Sub Value SKU    Source: IRI MarketEdge

190% SHARE OF GROWTH

Winfield Reg Red 25s

Winfield Reg Blue 25sx2

Winfield Reg Tobacco Blue 30g

Dunhill Reg Distinct 25s

Winfield Reg Blue 20s

B&H Reg Smooth 25s

Winfield Reg Sky Blue 25s

Rothmans Blue 25s

 Winfield Reg Gold 25s

Winfield Reg Blue 25s

Winfield Reg Blue 30s

Winfield Reg Gold 30s

Rothmans Blue 20s

Winfield Optimum Night 30s

Jps Reg Blue 20s

Winfield Optimum Night 20s

Bond Street Blue 20s

Bond Street Blue 40s

Bond Street Blue 25s

Jps Reg Gold 20s
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TOBACCO

Illicit tobacco continues to account for  
14% of volume consumption

DESPITE A DECLINE SINCE 2013,  
ILLICIT TOBACCO COMMANDS  

A DOUBLE DIGIT SHARE 

ILLICIT TOBACCO’S BURDEN IS A 
RECURRING CHALLENGE FOR  

BORDER CONTROL AND SOCIETY 

Select media headlines 2016-17Illicit Tobacco as a % of total consumption, 2012-15

2012 20142013 2015

14.3% 14.3%14.5% 14.0%

Australia continues to lead global tobacco  
price comparisons

The Australian Tobacco market remains comparatively expensive

The Australian market remains among the most expensive market in the region (and indeed globally), together with Singapore. 
KPMG’s Illicit Tobacco report noted that Australian prices are approximately 85% higher than the third most expensive market 
in the Asia Pacific region. Meanwhile, the World Health Organization (WHO) also provides comprehensive and comparative data 
Tobacco pricing across all WHO member states based on the retail price for a pack of 20 Cigarettes of the most sold brand. The 
last two waves of data reveal that in international dollars, the price of a pack of 20s of the top-selling brand in Australia was high 
relative to most selected countries – particularly when compared alongside other regional markets. 

Inter-country price differentials are exacerbated by excise hikes

Record border control seizures, as well as an ongoing prevalence of illicit products at around 14%, suggests that the significant 
price differential between Australia and other regional markets perpetuates the economic incentive for those involved in the illicit 
market. Furthermore, excise increases are driving down trading, as evidenced by the rise of Sub Value Cigarettes. Unfortunately, 
down trading also includes a migration of consumers to the illicit market.

Source:  KPMG
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TOBACCO

Source: WHO, 2015

INTER-COUNTRY PRICE DIFFERENTIALS ARE EXACERBATED BY RELENTLESS EXCISE HIKES

International Dollars (at Purchasing Power Parity) 

Singapore

Australia

Japan

UK

Korea

New Zealand

China

France

Indonesia

Canada

Philippines

Spain 

Germany 

US

Italy 5.8

12.3

4.2

12.3

3.1

11.0

2.3

10.2

2.1

7.8

1.0

7.5

6.8

6.5

6.2

Brand loyalty is as strong as ever  
in the tobacco category

Most Tobacco users make brand-driven choices

Imperial Tobacco shopper research has established that 85% of all Tobacco smokers purchase their usual brand when visiting 
a P&C store, and that 76% of all Tobacco purchases are pre-planned. The main reason for not purchasing that brand is usually 
that it is too expensive or unavailable. In fact, 27% of shoppers will leave the store if their product is unavailable, which has 
implications for repeat store visits in the future among today’s unforgiving (time-poor) shoppers. This also accentuates the 
importance of holding additional stock to serve demand peaks such as during weekends and holidays. And while convenience 
shoppers will pay a slight premium for convenience, they will become even more sensitive of the price gap between P&C and 
other mainstream channels.

In a brand driven category desired products should be visible on the Price Board

Price Boards play an integral role in the Tobacco industry leading to a stronger partnership between manufacturers and P&C 
retailers. Over half (55%) of P&C shoppers notice the Price Board and nearly one in every four P&C shoppers compared the 
price of different brands on their last occasion of buying Cigarettes or Tobacco. As such, it is crucial for retailers to comply with 
trading terms and display the correct brands and prices. Shoppers in the P&C channel prefer the following configuration and 
features to enhance usability of the board; 1) Arranged Alphabetically By Brand; 2) Horizontal Layout; 3) Positioned at eye 
level; 4) Black text on white. Being attentive to these insights is all the more important given the advantage that the channel has 
versus Supermarkets and Discounters from a service perspective.
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Source: ITA Profiler Tracking

TOBACCO

THE OVERWHELMING MAJORITY BUY THEIR PREFERRED BRAND, BUT PRICE BOARDS  
CAN STILL PLAY A MORE INTEGRAL ROLE IN P&C STORES

85% 
OF ALL SMOKERS PURCHASE THEIR USUAL 

BRAND WHEN VISITING A P&C STORE

55% vs 23% 
SMOKERS WHO NOTICE THE BOARD (55%) 

AND WHO USE IT (23%)

TOP 5 REASONS  

NOT TO OPT FOR USUAL BRAND

TOP 5 WAYS  

OF USING PRICE BOARDS

Too expensive

Unavailable

Recommendation

Others on special

Try something new

Compare prices across pack sizes

Compare prices across brands

Check for specials

Compare prices across stores

If they sell my brand/product

Tobacco has faced four excise hikes in two years,  
with more to come

Australia is one of the most tightly regulated Tobacco markets globally

With the aim of reducing smoking prevalence, a plethora of Tobacco control regulations have been implemented over time such 
as bans on advertising and packaging restrictions. Symptomatic of the fierce regulatory environment in this country, the Tobacco 
Plain Packaging Act 2011 made Australia the first country in the world to implement plain packaging of Tobacco products. With 
the marketing and promotion of Tobacco now prohibited, ongoing excise hikes are based on the fundamental (yet questionable) 
assumption that more intensive regulation will drive behavioural change. It is also why over time, there has been a dramatic 
widening of the difference between the highest and lowest priced packs.

License restrictions have been routinely promoted by anti-Tobacco advocates 

Further regulatory burdens range from increasing licensing fees to limiting the number of licenses available in a given area  
to restricting the hours during which Tobacco products can be sold. AACS believes that options for restricting access to Tobacco 
are anti-competitive, will cause negative consequences (such as a shift to purchases of illicit tobacco), are unjustified on public 
health grounds and will unfairly impact smaller retailers hardest. There is no credible evidence to support the view that limiting 
the number of retail outlets would reduce the consumption of Tobacco products, or smoking initiation. As long as Tobacco 
products remain legal, ordinary principles of free market competition should apply to businesses selling Tobacco products  
to adults.
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TOBACCO

State based legislation also aims to restrict access to Tobacco

At a state level we continue to see regulatory amendments. For example, local councils in Queensland being empowered to 
regulate smoking bans within their jurisdiction in 2015 and the amendment to facilitate the prosecution of retailers with illicit 
tobacco in NSW. In 2016, several states announced consultations which included licensing aspects. Retailers are able to have a 
significant impact on these proposed regulatory changes. AACS is here to assist in understanding the proposed regulations and 
what it is you can do to prevent them from restricting your business and damaging your bottom line.

A NUMBER OF REGULATIONS HAVE BEEN IMPOSED ON THE TOBACCO INDUSTRY SINCE 2010

Key tobacco regulations from 2010 include:

April 

25% excise 
increase

December 

Plain 
packaging 
came into 

force

December

First of 4 
12.5% excise 

increases

September 

Second 
12.5% excise 

increases

September 

Third  
12.5% excise 

increase

September 

Fourth 
12.5% excise 

increase

2017-20 

Annual 
increase of 
12.5% on  

1 Sept.  
each year

January

Ban on 
Tobacco 
display  

in stores  
in ACT, 

followed by 
other states

March

Excise 
indexation 
changed  
from CPI  

to AWOTE

March

NSW 
regulation of 
e-cigarettes 

displays

20112010 20132012 2014 2015 2016 FUTURE

“The regulatory environment  
for legal tobacco in Australia  
has seen us become one  
of the most lucrative markets  
for illicit tobacco in the world”

AACS CEO 

Jeff Rogut 
December 2016
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CONFECTIONERY  
& ICE CREAM

Confectionery growth 
was once again led  

by chocolate

Confectionery performance reflects demand for 
a pick-me-up treat

The $522 million Confectionery category – consisting of 
Chocolate, Sugar Confectionery and Gum – recorded 
slightly improved sales growth of 3.6% in 2016, up from 
3.1% in 2015. It amounted to $18 million in additional 
sales revenue for the industry. Ongoing growth reflects 
a category that is responsive to innovation because of 
a strong underlying demand for “everyday sweet treats.” 
Confectionery fulfils a range of need states – whether 
a moment of indulgence, an energy boost, a gift or for 
sharing. And the category format is also inherently suited 
to the on-the-go eating occasions that P&C stores so 
effectively serve. 

DOLLAR 
GROWTH $18m

3.6%
(2016)

CONFECTIONERY AGAIN RECORDED 
GROWTH ABOVE 3% IN 2016
Sales ($ millions) and YOY growth (%)

3.1%
(2015)

TOTAL
CONFECTIONERY

$522m

Source: IRI MarketEdge and AACS Member submissions

Growth also comes in spite of the escalating focus on 
sugar intake; shoppers have always known that there 
is sugar in confectionery, unlike other options which are 
criticised for masquerading as healthier options. Although 
Ice Cream is not part of Confectionery, the segment’s 
declining growth is summarised in this section because it 
is an inherently sweet treat.

Chocolate Confectionery was again the driving 
force of growth

Chocolate Confectionery has outperformed Sugar 
Confectionery in both 2015 and 2016. In fact, all of the top 
8 growth generating brands in the category were chocolate 
– with only Wrigley Extra White and Mentos featuring in 
the top 10. The 4.8% dollar growth in Chocolate amounted 
to 92% share of dollar growth across Confectionery – 35 
percentage points higher than its 57% share of category 
sales. Unit sales growth of chocolate was even stronger 
(+7.8%). The majority share of growth that Chocolate 
commanded was also due to the marginal dollar decline in 
Sugar Confectionery (-0.6%). 

CHOCOLATE CONFECTIONERY  
AND A RETURN TO GROWTH FOR GUM 

BOOSTED PERFORMANCE
Performance by macro segment

SHARE OF GROWTH (%)
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Top selling brands continue to drive the category, although private label is growing

Unlike other segments where Private Label is propelling growth, Confectionery has been led by the largest branded suppliers 
engaging consumers with a mix of incremental and breakthrough innovation. This has been especially evident in Chewing Gum, 
with 2016 resulting in a notable uplift in dollar growth for the segment (+3.6%) largely due to the strong performance of Wrigley. 
Private label also made an imprint in 2016, recording triple-digit dollar growth. Coles Express in particular saw growth from its own 
label shop offer (and use of price promotions for national branded products). 

Australians are not forsaking Chocolate as growth again exceeded the P&C average  

Chocolate (+4.8%) again recorded growth above the P&C industry average in 2016. IRI data also reveals that Chocolate 
has been one of the better performers in the slow-growth packaged Grocery market. Both channels have been bolstered by 
penetration gains in spite of a desire to make healthier food choices. Between 2013 and 2015, the proportion of Australians 
aged 14+ eating chocolate at least once in an average four weeks grew from 65% to 69% according to Roy Morgan. 

Cadbury Oreo’s dollar gains in 2016 reflect an NPD trend towards co-branding 

The strong performance of the Cadbury Oreo brand (in both blocks and bars) has been a bright spot in both Australian Grocery 
and P&C. It reflects a broader trend across impulse categories where combinations of iconic brands are being used by branded 
suppliers to create branded flavours and therefore differentiate against the growing private label threat. While Cadbury Oreo 
generated around 40% of the category’s entire dollar growth, another Mondelez brand fared less well; Marvellous Creations 
recorded double-digit value losses in 2016 on the back of a decline in 2015 too. 

Chocolate growth slowed in 2016,  
but it is still driving category gains

2015

7.5%
VALUE

4.0%
UNITS

2016

4.8%
VALUE

0.4%
UNITS

Source: IRI MarketEdge

CHOCOLATE GROWTH, WHILE ROBUST, 
SLOWED IN 2016

CADBURY OREO’S SUCCESS IS NOW 
EVIDENT IN AUSTRALIAN P&C 

Key growth driving brands

N/A
VALUE

37.7%
VALUE

27.2%
VALUE
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THE EXPLOSIVE GROWTH IN HOT DRINKS IN P&C CREATES CROSS-MERCHANDISING 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR CONFECTIONERY BRANDS, AS KITKAT’S IN-STORE ACTIVATION SHOWS

CONFECTIONERY & ICE CREAM

“Basket Affiliate” items create impetus  
for off-location displays

Nestle and BP have partnered to elevate BP’s coffee hub

Confectionery is also responsive to price promotions and strong visibility of in-store merchandising in high-flow areas – especially 
front-of-store. Nestle attained a bronze award at the 2016 POPAI Marketing at Retail Awards for its KitKat Counter Unit within 
BP stores. In order to leverage the “perfect partnership” between Coffee and KitKat, Nestlé worked with BP for a temporary 
display unit that was easily integrated into BP’s coffee hub regardless of store. The bronze accolade was achieved on the back 
of a strong outcome; it boosted incremental sales with 40% of Kit-Kat sales deriving from the Coffee Hub which reportedly 
contributed to a 61% uplift in sales in first 3 months. The example highlights how P&C retailers are incentivised to collaborate 
with suppliers to enable cross-promotions between beverages, snacks and confectionery. Beyond the Hot Drinks alignment 
opportunity, 2016 was also a pivotal year in terms of operators more proactively driving AWOP with meal deals that (among 
other things) included a suitable Confectionery item.

KitKat also innovated via interactive ‘shazamable’ packaging

In competing for the attention of younger consumers, branded suppliers across the industry are trying to amplify the so-called 
“brand experience” – especially among a young generation of c-store shoppers who are crucial to driving future growth. Another 
fresh marketing perspective from KitKat brand in 2016 came in the form of an interactive packaging partnership with Shazam. 
It resulted in 4.7 million Shazam-enabled KitKats whereby consumers could Shazam the KitKat packaging via the Shazam app 
on their smartphone and go to the website for an opportunity to win prizes and accolades. Although not solely down to this new 
layer of interactivity and engagement, dollar sales of the KitKat Regular 45g bar were up by 15.1% in P&C in 2016.

 

KitKat and BP KitKat and Coles Express Wrigley and BP

Maltesers, Twirl and limited editions have also helped to growth the category

Medium and King Size Twirl SKUs have recorded strong growth on the back of promotional activity that sparked a near doubling 
of unit sales growth (and marginal price deflation). The King Size Twirl pack has recorded two consecutive years of dollar 
growth above 20%. Format and pack extensions have propelled Maltesers brand growth in recent years; 2016 performance 
was boosted by the brand’s Hang Sell and Boxed items. Snickers 3 Nuts, Mars Honeycomb and Triple Choc have all been sales 
driving limited editions. But the traditional Mars and Snickers lines both recorded double-digit declines in 2016. Picnic Frugly 
also added incremental value to the category through a re-invention of both its name and packaging design.
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Chewing gum dollar sales were up noticeably  
versus 2015 levels

Wrigley’s growth dominated Gum performance in 2016

Wrigley was overwhelmingly the driving force of Chewing Gum growth in 2016. Following double-digit dollar gains in 2015, 
Extra White recorded dollar growth of 16.0% in P&C and now accounts for nearly 3% of all Confectionery sales. The larger Extra 
Regular brand also recorded growth of 4.5%, albeit slower than in 2015 (+24.0%). Nevertheless, Extra Active continues to be 
a challenge following a second successive year of dollar declines.

Larger packs again led Wrigley’s growth, and influenced overall volume growth

Continued unit sale declines in Chewing Gum (-2.4% in 2016) are influenced by the ongoing popularity of the larger 46 pellet 
packs, which have become prominent shelf fixtures and accounted for the top 4 growth generating Gum SKUs. The pack format 
has worked well for Wrigley globally having been first introduced to China over 5 years ago. It provides superior durability and 
occasion specific suitability for in-car usage (i.e. perfectly aligned to P&C stores) and within the workplace. The format has also 
been a big success for Skittles in the UK by again tapping into demand for confectionery enjoyment on-the-go. 

Ensuring strong visibility across the store has underpinned Wrigley’s growth

Across FMCG channels, Wrigley has been pursuing opportunities to amplify visibility and unlock new display opportunities in-
store with interruptive impulse zones. For example, Extra Bubblemint won Gold at the 2015 Popai Marketing at Retail Awards 
for a Grocery channel display. At the same awards, Wrigley also won Gold for its permanent display in the P&C channel. 
The company’s latest in-store innovation aims to provide “promotional theatre” via illuminated stands. Wrigley also credits its 
association with reality TV show ‘The Bachelor’ as a sales driver in 2015-16. The Extra brand has also embarked on a global 
campaign to remind consumers about the importance of fresh breath and the opportunity to look after their teeth on the go with 
the ‘Eat, Drink, Chew’ slogan. Indeed, there is an authentic health and wellness association with Chewing Gum given the manner 
in which Wrigley educates consumers on the importance of good oral health. One UK brand, Peppersmith, has even secured 
listings in the Waitrose dental category on the strength of its oral health attributes.

2015

0.4%
VALUE

-2.1%
UNITS

2016

3.6%
VALUE

-2.4%
UNITS

Source: IRI MarketEdge

DOLLAR GROWTH CAME DESPITE  
VOLUME DECLINES

WRIGLEY’S TWO CORE BRANDS CONTINUE TO 
GENERATE STRONG GROWTH MOMENTUM

Key growth driving brands

23% OF ALL 
CONFECTIONERY 
DOLLAR GROWTH

16.0%
VALUE

4.2%
VALUE
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Mentos growth was boosted by innovation

Mentos Pink Lemonade Roll and Mentos Choco (a caramel chew with a chocolate filling) were the innovations that underpinned 
the 15.6% dollar growth of the Mentos brand in 2016. The brand also won a bronze at the 2016 POPAI Marketing at Retail 
Awards for a permanent modular display with an adjustable height that could effectively range the full suite of Mentos brand 
SKUs. The other leading branded Sugar Confection driving growth was Starburst Fruit Chews.

Private label Sugar Confectionery growth accelerated further in 2016

Private label Sugar Confectionery dollar sales more than doubled in the past year and grew by 53.8% in 2016 – up from 30.0% 
in 2015. It was mostly led by Coles Hang Sell lines.

Sugar-free and cobranded are likely themes to impact the fixture 

Going forward, it is likely that sugar-free NPD will exert a greater influence on the segment as suppliers embrace natural 
sweeteners (like stevia) to drive permissibility. Sugar Confectionery is also likely to be influenced by what has worked in 
Chocolate Confectionery – i.e. the coming together of established brands in a co-branded proposition that simply cannot be 
replicated by private label. Again, Mondelez is at the forefront of the approach in the UK by joining its Maynards and Bassetts 
names together with the aim to “reawaken adults’ desire for candy products”.

Sugar confectionery sales fell into  
negative growth in 2016 

2015

4.9%
VALUE

2.6%
UNITS

Source: IRI MarketEdge

DOLLAR AND VOLUME GROWTH  
FELL INTO DECLINE

SUGAR CONFECTIONERY LOOKS SET TO BE 
CONTESTED MORE BY PRIVATE LABEL 

Key growth driving brands

2016

-0.6%
VALUE

-2.2%
UNITS

15.6%
VALUE

53.8%
VALUE

138.2%
VALUE

Private Label

CONFECTIONERY & ICE CREAM
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P&C can be a fertile ground to expose  
consumers to NPD in dedicated zones 

Impulse snacking segments need innovation to drive consumer engagement 

P&C retail can be perceived as a restrictive channel due to the relatively small real estate available. But this can be an advantage 
for suppliers when it comes to NPD. Confectionery, and indeed impulse snacks more generally, rely on the “new news” of 
innovation (mostly flavour rotations) to give consumers reasons to keep coming back and spur incremental spend. Highlighting 
this, the top 10 growth generating Confectionery brands across P&C accounted for just 19.6% share of category sales, but 
more than 200% dollar share of growth. In other words, newer (sub) brands with a smaller share fundamentally drive the dollar 
growth in the category. This is why it is so important for operators to combine the latest NPD with established top sellers. 

Impulse snacks can creatively use P&C retail to propel NPD awareness and trial 

While the breadth of the Grocery channel can often mean NPDs go unnoticed, new products are more easily noticed within 
smaller in-store environments. Leveraging the inherent easy browsing advantage of smaller scale P&C stores, BP has been 
using end-of-aisle gondolas to draw attention to the newly introduced products. It is a contrasting alternative to the 50% 
discounts applied to the gondola displays so often featured in Coles Express where ubiquitous discounting arguably fuels 
expectations of discounting in the channel more generally. It is observable that Confectionery is a category that Coles Express 
is using to drive sales and reinforce the strong perception of good value the has propelled its Grocery performance (relative to 
Woolworths) in recent years.

Confectionery is also a good category to drive seasonal traffic 

Grocery retail better leverages the seasonal/special-event occasion spikes in Confectionery than the P&C channel. But there 
are opportunities for retailers and suppliers to drive foot traffic and in-store spend with creative promotions. For example, 
Christmas 2016 in the UK saw Cadbury giving consumers in the UK’s convenience channel the chance to win GBP500 with 
a scratch-card competition. Consumers had to buy three Cadbury products to receive a scratch-card and if three Santas were 
revealed on their card, they won £500-worth of love2shop vouchers (a leading UK multi-retailer gift voucher). What’s more, 
Cadbury matched the prize for the retailer if they had a winner in store.

BP HERE DISPLAYS NEW 
PRODUCTS OUTSIDE OF 

THE AISLE

SUPERMARKET DISCOUNTING  
ELEVATES EXPECTATIONS OF  
DISCOUNTING IN P&C RETAIL

Coles Express, SydneyBP Marsden Park, Sydney
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Ice Cream Singles accounted for the negative growth of Ice Cream in 2016

Ice Cream performance is broadly broken down into the performance of Singles and larger Take Home tubs (even if in many 
instances such products are also consumed impulsively). Singles accounted for over 70% of the market, but posted dollar declines 
of -5.4%, and unit declines of -6.2% in 2016. Double-digit declines in Magnum sales most heavily impacted performance. 

Take Home performance was again stronger, driven by “premium indulgence”  

Take Home Ice Cream sales were up 8.4% and units up 15.2% (despite Ice Cream dollar sales being up 1.7% in Grocery), on 
the back of strong growth in 2015 too. It reflects a trend toward evening at-home treats and sharing occasions that is driving 
Ice Cream growth in global markets. Take Home packs of Connoisseur (+23%) have capitalised with the Mint and Choc Vanilla 
Almond SKUs generating the most growth. Nearly two-thirds of Take Home’s dollar growth derived from the emergence of 
retailer controlled private label. Gelato Fiasco, which is exclusively distributed through 7-Eleven, was a key driver. Heralding 
from Portland, Maine in the United States, the brand’s appeal is underpinned by high quality ingredients, authentic Italian gelato 
making techniques, and non-traditional but highly indulgent flavours such as Wake N Bacon (pancake, maple syrup, bacon 
breakfast in gelato form). It reflects an observable trend in Ice Cream globally whereby consumers are slowly moving away from 
standard everyday Ice Cream to authentic and flavoursome upscale brands that deliver better quality experiences.

Icy Pole Singles have also been trending down

Icy Pole Singles commanded 7% of dollar sales, but have recorded two consecutive years of dollar declines (-8.3% in 2016 
and -7.6% in 2015). 

Ice Cream was an underperforming  
area of merchandise in 2016 

2015

1.9%
VALUE

2.3%
UNITS

DOLLAR AND VOLUME GROWTH  
FELL INTO DECLINE

TAKE HOME, AND PRIVATE LABEL IN PARTICULAR, 
WAS A BRIGHT SPOT IN ICE CREAM SALES

Key growth driving brands

2016

-3.0%
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-5.0%
UNITS

20% 
SHARE

ICE CREAM TAKE HOME

8.4%
VALUE

+23%

+1012%

Private Label

72% 
SHARE

ICE CREAM SINGLES

-5.4%
VALUE

+218%

+38%

CONFECTIONERY & ICE CREAM
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READY TO 
DRINK

Private label is the 
driving force of Ready 
To Drink (RTD) growth

DOLLAR 
GROWTH $77m

5.2%
(2016)

RTD RECORDED MID SINGLE-DIGIT 
DOLLAR GAINS IN 2016 

RTD sales (billions) and YOY growth

-0.5%
(2015)

TOTAL
READY TO DRINK

$1.6bn

Source: IRI MarketEdge and AACS Member submissions

The category, comprised of over 25 RTD beverage 
formats, generated sales of $1.6 billion in 2016, up 
5.2% versus 2015. This amounted to $77 million in 
additional revenue generated from what is the second 
largest category ranked by dollar share of P&C retailing. 

Generally, IRI’s scan data reveals that most segments 
are showing a close parity between sales and volume 
growth, which is encouraging at a time when the Grocery 
channel has been driving volume at the expense of 
long-term value.

Private label accounted for nearly half of the 
top 10 growth brands across RTD

Private label has been the driving force of RTD 
performance having recorded dollar growth of 12.3% in 
2015 and 16.4% in 2016. 

Private label accounted for 4 of the top 10 growth 
generating RTD brands in 2016 – 3 of which were in 
the Hot Drinks segment. The fact that Australians can 
only purchase those products at the P&C retail banner in 
question helps in creating a unique selling point (USP). 

DOUBLE-DIGIT GROWTH IN PRIVATE LABEL 
OFFERS PROPELLED CATEGORY GAINS 

Private Label RTD YOY growth (%)

Private Label

2016

16.4%
VALUE

27.8%
UNITS

Source: IRI MarketEdge
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HOT DRINKS WAS THE OVERWHELMING  
DRIVER OF RTD GROWTH IN 2016

HOT DRINKS ACCOUNTED FOR NEARLY TWO-THIRDS OF GROWTH 
Top 5 and bottom 5 RTD growth segments ranked by share of dollar growth
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Hot Drinks was the overwhelming driver of RTD category growth

Hot Drinks continued to drive RTD performance, accounting for 60% all dollar growth in 2016. The segment, for which Coffee 
generated more than 90% of sales increases, once again recorded dollar and unit growth well-above 20%. Hot Drinks gains 
have been bolstered by significant operator investment in recognition of it being a leading footfall driver and basket size driver 
(in the UK, 64% of consumers buy a hot drink with an on-the-go breakfast food item). Energy Drinks, the largest RTD segment 
(23% share), returned to growth (+2.0%) due to improved Red Bull sales. Similarly, RTD Water also returned to growth in 2016. 
Dedicated Iced Coffee growth slowed in 2016 (from 9.1% in 2015 to 2.5%), but it was still the fourth largest contributor to 
RTD’s dollar gains.

Growth generating RTD categories reflect today’s “24/7 society”

Three of the four leading growth generating beverage formats in Australian P&C provide a physical/mental boost to 
consumers. The “pick-me-up” potency of energy boosters function as an insurance policy for individuals who are anxious about 
underperformance (and not feeling mentally-switched-on) in a competitive society characterised by high levels of fatigue and 
stress. Highlighting this, the 2016 Sleep Health Survey of Australian Adults found that nearly a quarter of Australians (23%) 
reported that their typical weekday routine of work or home duties does not allow them to get enough sleep. The research 
concluded that inadequate sleep, of either duration or quality, and its daytime consequences are very common in Australian 
adults, affecting 33-45% of adults. Even more relevant to the P&C channel is that 29% of adults drive while drowsy at least 
once every month.

Frozen Carbonated Beverages performance improved, led by a surge in unit sales

P&C operators were forced to respond to Quick Serve Restaurants (QSRs) aggressive promoting of $1 dollar Frozen Carbonated 
Beverage (FCB) offers in 2016. Price reductions led to a significant spike in volume (unit sales were up by more than 50% 
in 2016), but the segment still declined in dollar terms. Nevertheless, declines of -2.1% were a marked improvement on the 
-18.6% recorded in 2015 (when dollar and unit growth were closely aligned).
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The private label led hot drinks segment  
remains a key battleground

Hot Drinks growth is mostly underpinned by a private label battleground

The price and/or quality of the coffee offer became an even more intense battleground for store patronage in 2016. Dollar 
growth of 24.7% was slightly lower than unit growth (+26.7%), and was down by just over 5 percentage points versus 2015 as 
the segment matures. Once again, the private label influence was evident, accounting for over two-thirds (67.4%) of RTD dollar 
growth. 

7- Eleven’s general manager of corporate affairs stated in January 2017 that “our great quality awesome value coffee offer is 
one of the reasons our customers choose to shop with us.” The role of a store banner’s coffee offer was also evident when Coles 
Express began touting the 20 cents saving of a 250ml serve of its machine made coffee versus 7-Eleven. It invokes memories 
of 7-Eleven’s “Be Coffee Clever” marketing campaign from 2015-16 when Australians were prompted to reflect on the savings 
of switching to the chain’s $1 Coffee. 

Intense competition around coffee pricing is likely to make it challenging for smaller operators if 80 cents becomes the anchor 
point from which consumers generally expect to get a quality cup of coffee within the P&C channel. 

Barista-made quality is also gaining traction among a nation of discerning drinkers

While self-serve coffee machines can deliver “barista-style” coffee via a one-touch button, renovated stores from the larger 
chains often feature “barista-made” coffee at a higher price point that is comparable to cafes. As such, the higher-end barista 
offer must rival the quality of the café scene, which means that machine selection and bean quality are all the more important to 
credibly recreate a contemporary café aesthetic. 

2015

29.9%
VALUE

33.9%
UNITS

2016

24.7%
VALUE

26.7%
UNITS

Source: IRI MarketEdge

HOT DRINKS GROWTH WAS OVER  
5 TIMES ABOVE THE P&C AVERAGE

HOT DRINKS WAS AN EVEN MORE  
INTENSE RETAILER BATTLEGROUND
An example of Coles Express price-comparative  

marketing communication in 2016

READY TO DRINK
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Source: BBC; CHOICE; and Daily Telegraph 

Barista-made allows operators to better respond to the more forcefully expressed preferences of Australian coffee drinkers; 
highlighting this, a survey of coffee drinkers by Nespresso revealed that 87% of Australians admit to giving specific instructions 
when ordering their coffees – which can include everything from strong or double shot (42%) to not too hot (15%). By 
being more responsive to these choice specifics with barista-made coffee, P&C retailers can also optimise incremental basket 
purchases as operators leverage the food and coffee-on-the-go combination with discerning buyers. 

Waste accumulation of takeaway cups  
will be a more contentious issue

With increased Hot Drink sales comes the challenge of waste reduction

One area for the industry to be aware of is the escalating focus on the waste problem posed by disposable coffee cups. Research 
heralding from the UK – where the issue has become particularly contentious in the last 12-18 months – has recommended 
charging coffee drinkers for their disposable cups in order to cut usage. 

The research claimed that financial incentives, re-usable alternatives, and clear messaging reminding customers of the 
environmental impact of single use coffee cups all had a direct impact on consumer behaviour. Regardless of the validity of the 
findings, the scrutiny of the industry has also ramped up here in Australia where it is estimated about one billion coffee cups end 
up in Australian landfill each year. And with rapid growth of coffee sales through P&C stores, particularly among value offers at 
$1 or below, the focus is likely to intensify on the industry.

READY TO DRINK
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Energy drinks, the largest RTD segment,  
returned to growth in 2016

Energy Drinks has struggled to sustain growth in recent years

Energy Drinks is a highly important and mature segment given that it accounts for nearly 23% share of total RTD dollar sales – 8 
percentage points higher than the second largest segment (Dedicated Iced Coffee). The category’s value is underpinned by its 
alignment with a range of energy needs (driving, studying, working, exercising, gaming, socialising). 

However, enabling growth has been challenging as health concerns (especially preferences for products that are naturally 
functional and/or naturally lower in sugar) impact choices. The huge spike in Hot Coffee sales has also encroached on the 
Energy Drinks user base, and the potential rise of machine-served Iced Coffee could further add to this challenge. This appears 
to be impacting Energy Drinks penetration with Roy Morgan data highlighting a 1 percentage point reduction in the proportion of 
Australians aged 14+ who consume Energy Drinks in 2015-16 versus 2011-12. Energy Drinks has been reliant on heavy users 
(25% of Energy Drinks users) that drive the majority (75%) of volumes according to a 2015 Research Trial and Awareness 
Study from Red Bull.

Energy Drinks recorded both dollar and unit growth in 2016

Energy Drinks returned to growth in 2016 (+2.0%) due to the improved performance from the traditional Red Bull brand – for 
which both the 250ml and 473ml SKUs sold well. Indeed, pack size has emerged as a key battleground in both impulse and 
take-home Energy Drinks because it drives incremental growth. Red Bull Summer also generated growth; the 250ml Kiwi Apple 
Edition in particular has helped in breaking down perceived taste barriers deterring consumers from entering the category. 

Various V sub-brands also influenced performance – notably V Morph, V Zero, V Blue, and V Mr Bootlegs. V Morph created a 
unique novelty factor by introducing a world-first for non-alcoholic beverages by incorporating edible quicksilver glitter to create 
a visual effect that mirrored a character from the X-Men film franchise. It reflects Frucor’s heavy use of rotational flavours at 
a time when consumers value new and unusual taste sensations – especially millennial aged buyers. Rockstar Punched and 
Monster Zero Ultra were also among the top growth drivers.

2015

-1.3%
VALUE

-1.8%
UNITS

2016

2.0%
VALUE

1.7%
UNITS

Source: IRI MarketEdge

ENERGY DRINKS RECORDED BOTH  
DOLLAR AND UNIT GROWTH 

RED BULL AND TWO V-SUB BRANDS  
LED SEGMENT GROWTH

2.9%
VALUE

N/A%
VALUE

140.1%
VALUE
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Dedicated Iced Coffee growth slowed in 2016

Dedicated Iced Coffee has become highly important to RTD performance by accounting for more than 15% dollar share – 
second only to Energy Drinks. Growth did however dip from 9.5% in 2015 to 2.5% in 2016. All leading brands recorded slower 
growth in 2016 versus 2015.

The performance of Dare and Barista Bros stood out

Dare (+6.5%) and Barista Bros (+28.8%) generated enough growth to ensure that Dedicated Iced Coffee remained a top 5 
actual growth segment within overall RTD. Dare accounted for 5 of the top 10 growth SKUs and Barista Bros two of the top 3. 

In reporting its FY2016 results, Lion heralded Dare Iced Coffee as the “star of the portfolio” across both Grocery and Convenience 
(although brand dollar growth in the latter did slow in 2016). Meanwhile, Barista Bros was part of Coke’s broader strategy to 
move into non-sparkling categories when launched in 2014. As such, rapid growth approaching 30% is still from a relatively 
small base.

Dedicated iced coffee growth slowed  
considerably in 2016 

2015

9.5%
VALUE

11.1%
UNITS

2016

2.5%
VALUE

4.1%
UNITS

Source: IRI MarketEdge

GROWTH DIPPED FROM 9.5% TO 2.5%,  
A 74% DROP

TWO BRANDS ACCOUNTED FOR THE 
SEGMENT’S POSITIVE MOMENTUM

6.5%
VALUE

28.8%
VALUE
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Self-serve machine Iced Coffee is set to play  
a prominent role in 2017

HAVING HAD SUCCESS WITH THE CHILLERS OFFERING IN THE US,  
7-ELEVEN INTRODUCED ICED COFFEE IN 2017

Iced Coffee is set to play a more prominent role in 2017

With the aim of growing its already strong coffee offer, 7-Eleven introduced its Iced Coffee and Coffee Melt products in January 
2017. Launched nationally, the former promises freshly made iced coffee served over ice, while the latter consists of hot black 
coffee poured over Peter’s Creamy Vanilla (affogato style). 

Both offerings reflect the innovation imperative in P&C more generally: to give consumer more choice and new reasons to visit 
stores. The $2 price represents high value versus what is a premium priced product in cafes that commands up to $7 in some 
instances. 7-Eleven has already had success in the US with its Chillers branded iced coffee offer, which is positioned as “an 
indulgent, afternoon beverage treat and a refreshing alternative to hot coffee on warm summer mornings.” The offering aligns 
well with the warm Australian climate and the fact that more curious coffee drinkers are embracing different types of coffee 
styles. Interestingly, 7-Eleven also offers fresh-brewed iced tea in the US and Japanese markets.

READY TO DRINK
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FCBs recorded a huge spike in volume,  
but still declined in dollar terms

FCB sales have suffered amid broader competitive pressures  

Quick Serve Restaurants’ (QSRs) aggressive promoting of $1 dollar FCBs. In recent years has changed the value perception 
and compromised the demand for flagship brands within P&C among the important youth market (73% of Australians who 
consume FCBs are under 35 years old according to Roy Morgan). The challenges were evident in 2015 when FCB dollar growth 
fell by -18.6% and units by -17.0%. 

While still down, FCB performance improved due to a huge surge in units sold

In 2016, heavy discounting and promotion of FCBs within the channel (in order to restore price competitiveness versus QSRs) 
underpinned price per unit deflation of -47.0%. No wonder Shopper Tracker has found that FCBs is second only to Hot Coffee in 
terms of improved price perception. Equally notable was the 53.3% spike in unit sales. Negative dollar growth of -2.1% was a big 
improvement versus 2015, positively led by double-digit dollar growth in Coca-Cola branded products and better performance 
from Slurpee. 

Nevertheless, successive years of negative growth illustrate a challenging segment that has been losing share for a number 
of years. Like the scenario in the competitive Hot Drinks segment, intense pricing competition will make it harder for smaller 
operators to communicate value when price points will unlikely match the $1 mark.

2015

-18.6%
VALUE

-17.0%
UNITS

2016

-2.1%
VALUE

53.3%
UNITS

Source: IRI MarketEdge

DOLLAR GROWTH WAS STILL DOWN  
DESPITE >50% UNIT UPLIFT

CROSS AND INTER-CHANNEL PRICE 
COMPETITION HAS LED TO PRICE DEFLATION

-47%
PRICE 

DEFLATION

READY TO DRINK
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Recent FCB innovation suggests that the  
segment can still engage shoppers

THE POSITIVE RESPONSE TO FROZEN OAK SHOWS THAT THE SEGMENT CAN STILL PLAY  
A POSITIVE ROLE IN INFLUENCING THE PERFORMANCE OF P&C STORES

Early 2017 has already proven that the FCB segment is responsive to innovation

Given the trend of price deflation and consecutive years of dollar declines, the FCB segment is all the more in need of enticing 
NPD to protect margin and the product’s role as a destination driver. 

Encouragingly, the Frozen Oak Chocolate – which combines Oak Chocolate flavoured milk in a frozen iced consistency – 
generated a huge swell of positive interest via social media. The Frozen Oak machines in select Caltex Star Mart’s were so well 
received that Oak’s Facebook page had to apologise for some shortages owing to the “epic demand.” Certainly one to watch for 
in the AACS 2017 report.  

QSR’s are also upping the ante from an NPD perspective 

Industry operators should expect QSRs to bring more contemporary FCBs to the marketplace; for example, the $2 Hungry 
Jacks Barista Bros Frozen Iced Coffee was a recent addition to the Hungry Jack’s Penny Pinchers Menu.

READY TO DRINK
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Water returned to growth in 2016,  
led by the largest brands

More Australians consuming Bottled Water has boosted growth in P&C retail

The P&C industry is well-placed to address the demand for convenient hydration on-the-go among the 5.3 million Australians 
aged 14 and over who told Roy Morgan that they drink bottled water in any given seven days. After all, Bottled Water represents 
the ultimate healthy choice for shoppers with zero calories and zero sugar. 

Furthermore, it appeals to a demographic that is important to the P&C channel; Australians under 50 are markedly more likely to 
drink Bottled Water, with its popularity peaking among the 25-34 year-old bracket (a third of whom drink it in an average week) 
according to Roy Morgan. This is reflected by improving segment performance in 2016; dollar growth of 3.3% was a strong 
showing given that Bottled Water recorded a marginal decline of -0.7% in 2015 (despite a notable spike in volume sales). It is 
notable that there has been less reliance to drive volume at the expense of value in 2016.

Double-digit growth from the two largest brands propelled the segment

Cool Ridge Spring Water 750ml was the second largest growth contributing RTD SKU across P&C in 2016, while Mount 
Franklin Spring Water 600ml was the 5th most significant growth SKU. Both reflect the strong double-digit dollar growth posted 
by the brands. Mount Franklin (+13.9%) has been boosted by what CCA described as the “strong results The Nation’s Hydration 
campaign has generated,” as well as being the most popular water brand consumed by Australians according to Roy Morgan 
(40% of Bottled Water drinkers consume the brand in an average 7 days). 

Elsewhere Private Label water sales also grew by 15.9%. 

2015

-0.7%
VALUE

18.3%
UNITS

2016

3.3%
VALUE

3.3%
UNITS

Source: IRI MarketEdge

THE TIDE TURNED IN 2016 WITH  
A RETURN TO DOLLAR GROWTH

DOUBLE-DIGIT GAINS FROM THE 2 LARGEST 
BRANDS PROPELLED GROWTH

Key growth driving brands

Private Label

18.5%
VALUE

13.9%
VALUE

15.9%
VALUE

READY TO DRINK
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Cola returned to dollar growth in 2016  
despite slower volume growth 

Cola returned to growth despite ongoing challenges

Persistently challenging market conditions confront soda suppliers globally. They have generally been losing share of throat to 
soft drink alternatives with more premium flavour/taste qualities and more exciting brand stories (particularly start-up brands). 

Leading brands have also suffered amid public health messages encouraging the abandonment and moderation of sugar-
sweetened drinks. Despite this backdrop, Cola dollar sales in P&C were up in 2016 (+1.1%); unit sales were also up (+2.4%). 
In both years the segment has been characterised by price deflation (-3.0% in 2016). 

Pepsi Max and Coca-Cola Zero led the dollar growth in Cola  

Pepsi Max and Coca-Cola Zero were the two largest growth contributing Cola brands in 2016. The two male targeted brands 
both promise a low-calorie formulation that replicates the taste of regular Cola. Pepsi Max dollar growth nearly doubled in 2016 
on the back of a 13.9% gain while Coca-Cola Zero went from negative dollar growth in 2015 (-3.3%) to post a mid-single digit 
gain in 2016 (+5.8%). 

The third largest sub-brand driving growth, Coca-Cola Vanilla, has also been popular in overseas markets; its success and the 
new branding strategy has prompted the launch of Coca-Cola Zero Sugar Vanilla.  

Coca-Cola Life has not yet made a significant dent in the P&C landscape

Coca-Cola Life sales slowed considerably in 2016. In early 2017, it was renamed “Coca-Cola with Stevia” in order to make 
the main product feature clearer to consumers and to demonstrate Coca-Cola’s support for the growth of lower and no sugar 
varieties of Coca-Cola. At present, it seems many Australians are relatively unmoved by natural sweetener replacements. 

IPSOS Food CHATs results indicate that only 3% of adult Australians intended to prioritise the use of artificial or natural 
sweeteners as a replacement of sugar in the next 12 months. 

2015

-1.9%
VALUE

10.0%
UNITS

2016

1.1%
VALUE

2.4%
UNITS

Source: IRI MarketEdge

COLA ALSO RETURNED TO POSITIVE  
VALUE GROWTH IN 2016

PEPSI MAX AND A RETURN TO GROWTH  
FOR COCA-COLA ZERO LED THE UPLIFT

Key growth driving brands
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13.9%
VALUE

5.8%
VALUE

13.8%
VALUE
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The performance challenges of sports drinks 
continued in 2016

Sports Drinks continue to record negative dollar growth

The Sports Drinks category has now recorded consecutive years of negative dollar growth following a -1.9% decline in 2016. 
Challenges are not unique to Australian P&C given that conventional Sports Drinks more aggressively compete for ‘share of 
throat’ against alternatives such as bottled plant waters (especially coconut and maple water). 

Here in Australian P&C, the brands that have contributed most of the segment’s slowdown are Powerade Zero and Powerade 
Isotonic. In contrast, Gatorade growth was up nearly 14% in 2016.

Flavour innovation spurred Gatorade brand growth

Gatorade was the fourth largest growth generating brand across all RTD beverages, with double-digit dollar and unit growth. 
Gatorade’s performance was influenced by the new Strawberry flavour in the Fierce line-up, which promises a “bold and intense 
flavour” experience and has also been a “recognised success” for PepsiCo in the US market. 

Gatorade Blue Bolt and Orange Ice also performed well in Australian P&C in 2016. One interesting development for the 
Gatorade brand internationally – and perhaps a sign of what is to come in this country – is the launch of G Organic in the US. 
The USDA certified organic contains seven ingredients – with a shortened ingredient list becoming a sought after virtue amid a 
trend toward cleaning eating and clean labelling.

2015

-3.4%
VALUE

0.7%
UNITS

2016

-1.9%
VALUE

-0.6%
UNITS

Source: IRI MarketEdge

DOLLAR AND UNIT DECLINES IN  
SPORTS DRINKS CONTINUED

FLAVOUR INNOVATION FROM GATORADE  
WAS THE ONLY REAL BRIGHT SPOT

Key growth driving brands

13.9%
VALUE

-10.4%
VALUE

-26.8%
VALUE
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Milk Nutrition product performance again  
positively impacted RTD growth

Milk Nutrition products address the “thirsty-hungry” need state

UHT Milk Nutrition (a format that is also termed Meal Replacements by many operators) is comprised of liquid meal replacement 
items (usually high in protein) from brands like Sanitarium, Musashi and Maximus – all of which provide a filling on-the-go 
option. Despite fulfilling different shoppers needs, it should also be noted that these products are often merchandised alongside 
Flavoured Milks like Oak (+9.8% growth) and Rokeby Farm (+55.7% growth), or even Dedicated Iced Coffees. The rationale 
here is that all such products align with the unique “thirsty-hungry” need state. 

Sanitarium’s ongoing growth again boosted the Milk Nutrition segment

The Milk Nutrition segment has been one of the stronger performing RTD segments for two consecutive years now. Sanitarium’s 
dollar growth of 13% in 2016 was the main driver behind the improved Milk Nutrition products in 2016 (+5.8% versus 4.4 % in 
2015). It was also the main contributor to the double-digit decline in unit growth (-10.9%) as the 350ml SKUs were phased out. 
The sales of the new Up&Go 500ml pack sizes have been encouraging, with newly introduced flavours helping to recruit new 
consumers to the format. Insights supporting the Up&Go brand include research showing that one in five Australians purchase 
a liquid breakfast from non-grocery channels, and 69% of Up&Go purchases from P&C are for immediate consumption. The 
segment’s future growth is likely to be influenced by being responsive to detractors who express concern about liquid breakfast 
products and their nutritional benefits.

READY TO DRINK

2015

4.4%
VALUE

10.7%
UNITS

MILK NUTRITION DOLLAR GROWTH  
WAS UP ONCE AGAIN IN 2016

SANITARIUM’S DOUBLE-DIGIT GROWTH 
PROPELLED THE SEGMENT 

 
Key performance driving brands

2016

5.8%
VALUE

-10.9%
UNITS

Source: IRI MarketEdge

13.0%
VALUE

N/A
VALUE

21.0%
VALUE
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TAKE HOME 
BEVERAGES

Take Home Beverage 
(THB) dollar growth 

slowed considerably 
in 2016

DOLLAR 
GROWTH $11m

3.0%
(2016)

THB GROWTH FELL BY MORE THAN 6 
PERCENTAGE POINTS

Sales ($ millions) and YOY growth (%)

9.7%
(2015)

TOTAL TAKE  
HOME DRINKS

$379m

Source: IRI MarketEdge and AACS Member submissions

Australians have embraced P&C to stock-up on 
beverages for at-home consumption

THBs account for a comparatively small share (19%) of 
the combined THB/RTD market, which is consistent with 
the channel’s typical emphasis on ‘impulse/immediate’ 
and ‘loose change’ consumption. However, THB growth 
in 2015 (especially in the context of RTD’s negative 
growth) was a key industry theme. It reflects Australians 
who are starting to use what they perceive as being 
better value service station stores, and the associated 
convenience of a car in the immediate forecourt area, 
to purchase beverages in bulk and optimise value-for-
money with a lower price per litre.

THB growth tapered off in 2016 as the segment 
matures

A slowdown in THB sales growth occurred in 2016, 
dropping from 9.7% in 2015 to 3.0% in 2016. Although 
strong growth was still observable in Water Multipacks 
(+47.0%), Sports Drink Multipacks (+16.0%) and Energy 
Drinks Multipacks (+5.1%), all three segments generated 
far less than half the actual dollar growth they did in 
2015. Lower levels of negative growth in larger packs of 
Water and Cola helped to minimise the impact of reduced 
growth from the 3 top performing segments. Two of the 
bottom 3 segments recorded unit growth.
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WATER MULTI-PACKS ACCOUNTED FOR NEARLY HALF OF THB GROWTH
Top 3 and bottom 3 category growth segments

SHARE OF DOLLAR GROWTH

CONSIDERABLE SPACE IS OFTEN DEVOTED TO SPURRING TAKE HOME BEVERAGE SALES –
WHETHER OFF-LOCATION DISPLAYS, OR DEDICATED GONDOLA END PROMOTIONS

THB growth has been fuelled by more prominent  
in-store merchandising

Energy Multi Water ColaSportsWater Multi Cola Multi

11%7% 2%25% 18% 25%

DOLLAR SHARE OF CATEGORY

14.7

39.6

-0.8

3.1

16.0

47.0

-8.6

5.1

-2.0 -1.6

1.1

-2.8

34%49% -4%27% -8% -9%

  Dollar Growth (%)      Units Growth (%)    Source: IRI MarketEdge
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TAKE HOME BEVERAGES

Mount Franklin was the driver of Water Multipack growth

In 2015, private label Water Multipacks were the main driver of segment growth on the back of triple digit gains. Mount Franklin 
has since emerged as the main performance driver. The brand is particularly well distributed within Coles Express where it often 
features (sometimes in more than one location) around the store perimeter. As Mount Franklin has gained traction, dollar growth 
of private label slowed considerably to just 6.1% in 2016 – down from 259% in 2015. Australia’s largest independently owned 
bottler, Nu-Pure Beverages, has also recorded consecutive years of high dollar growth (80.3% in 2016).

2015

267%
VALUE

324%
UNITS

2016

47.0%
VALUE

39.6%
UNITS

Source: IRI MarketEdge

UNLIKE 2015, WATER MULTIPACK VALUE 
GAINS EXCEEDED UNIT GAINS

MOUNT FRANKLIN WAS THE DRIVER OF 
WATER MULTIPACK GROWTH

Private Label

Key growth driving brands

788%
VALUE

80.3%
VALUE

6.1%
VALUE

Growth of water multipacks slowed  
despite a near 50% spike in sales
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Take Home Sports Drinks are mostly comprised of 1l Powerade and Maximus SKUs

There is debate in the industry about what pack serving signals an RTD and what represents a THB, especially when it comes 
to 1 litre offerings. Currently, 1 litre Sports Drink SKUs are recognised as a THB for the purpose of this report. This is important 
to call out because 1 litre items of Powerade Isotonic and Maximus comprised the top 5 growth generating THB Sports Drink 
SKUs in Australian P&C. Both brands, and the 1 litre pack format driving growth, have a distinct male identity. 

New flavours and daypart specific formulations are likely to drive growth

The Maximus brand launched in 2012 and quickly shook up the Australian isotonic sports drinks market. Maximus commanded 
over 8% of the total THB market in 2016 having grown by 3.3%, albeit well down on the 48.2% growth in 2016. Two Maximus 
1 litre SKUs led brand growth: Maximus Green and Maximus The Big O. The latter aims to align with the morning occasion by 
featuring 20% orange juice and a visual identity that reinforces the formulation.

2015

33.8%
VALUE

48.5%
UNITS

2016

16.0%
VALUE

14.7%
UNITS

Source: IRI MarketEdge

NEGATIVE VOLUME GROWTH ALIGNED 
WITH SLOWER VALUE GAINS

TWO BRANDS ARE COMPETING FOR SHARE 
OF THROAT IN THE SPORTS SEGMENT

Key growth driving brands

79.7%
VALUE

3.3%
VALUE

Take home sports drinks growth halved  
as Maximus growth slowed 
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V spearheaded the growth in Energy Drink Multipacks

The largest brand ranked by dollar sales, V Green, recorded dollar growth of 13.1%, which was in line with brand growth in 2015. 
V accounted for 4 of the top 5 dollar growth contributing Energy Drink Multipack SKUs. V also accounted for a greater share of 
dollar growth than Mother (up 22.6%) and Monster Energy (up 1132%) combined. Effective pack-price management has been 
the key factor; V relaunched a 4 x 300ml offering in 2015 to replace their previous 4 x 250ml. The result has been incremental 
value and units growth across the P&C channel to date. Although price per litre is higher when compared to value brands like 
Monster and Mother, the increase in pack size effectively enhanced consumer perception of “bang for your buck,” with the pack 
design clearly calling out the “20% bigger” benefit.

A decline in Take Home Red Bull contributed to the segment’s notable slowdown

A multipack contains 4 serving units as opposed to a single can, illustrating how P&C banners have successfully established 
the “pantry top up” destination amongst Energy Drink buyers. Nevertheless, overall growth in Energy Drinks Multipacks slowed 
from 21.2% in 2015 to 5.1% in 2016, which has seemingly been driven by Red Bull’s average shelf price over-indexing versus 
competition. The double-digit declines posted by Red Bull accounted for the 76% reduction in dollar growth levels that the 
format recorded.

 

2015

21.2%
VALUE

13.5%
UNITS

2016

5.1%
VALUE

-0.8%
UNITS

Source: IRI MarketEdge

A 76% FALL IN DOLLAR GROWTH ALIGNED 
WITH NEGATIVE UNIT GROWTH

V, MOTHER AND MONSTER BRANDS 
SPURRED THB ENERGY MULTIPACK SALES

Key growth driving brands

13.1%
VALUE

22.6%
VALUE

1132%
VALUE

Take home energy multipack product  
performance also softened in 2016 
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DOLLAR SALES

4.1%
2015

7.2%
2016

2016

1.9%

2015

11.6%

Milk category performance dynamics in Grocery and P&C were similar in 2016 

The story of Milk in Australian P&C in 2016 was similar to that in Australian Grocery. Firstly, Milk performance improved in both 
channels; P&C dollar growth of 7.2% in 2016 was up from 4.1% in 2015. Secondly, branded Milk growth outpaced private label. 
Thirdly, Full Cream outperformed Reduced Fat for the second successive year.

The so-called “dairy crisis” was a pivotal moment in the private label slowdown

In what was termed a “dairy crisis” in April 2016, leading milk producers such as Murray Goulburn and Fonterra slashed the 
price they paid dairy farmers for their Milk. The outcome was that some farmers were reportedly receiving prices below the 
cost of production. The widespread media coverage ignited the latent passion Australians have to support local food producers 
and to ensure they are paid a fair price. As such, it was a catalyst for a significant re-balancing in the sales contribution from 
branded and private label produced milk. In P&C specifically, private label recorded dollar growth of 1.9% in 2016 – a significant 
slowdown from the double-digit growth in 2015. Concurrently, some much needed value is coming back into a category segment 
hit by price deflation in recent times.

The larger Full Cream Milk segment again outperformed Reduced Fat

Full Cream Milk sold through P&C, which accounts for more than two-thirds of the segment (67%), grew by 7.1% in 2016 (both 
value and units). This followed a strong year in 2015 when Full Cream Milk sales were up 8.7%. In stark contrast, Reduced 
Fat Milk has recorded two consecutive years of negative dollar growth following a -7.4% reduction in 2016 and -4.6% fall in 
2015. Shifting dietary attitudes, where a more favourable image is now held of dairy fats have mostly underpinned the recent 
preference for Full Fat Milk. It has been influenced by evolving food science data indicating that saturated fats are not the 
“dietary evil” they were previously purported to be. Instead, Full Fat is becoming synonymous with the wider shift back to real/
whole foods.

Source: IRI MarketEdge

ACCELERATED GROWTH CAME IN SPITE 
OF A PRIVATE LABEL SLOWDOWN

LIKE IN 2015, FULL CREAM GROWTH OFFSET 
FALLING REDUCED FAT SALES

Take home milk growth was higher in 2016,  
led by full cream products

Private Label

7.1% -7.4%

FULL CREAM REDUCED FAT
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SNACKFOODS

Popcorn and  
Nutritional Bars were 
the driving force of 
Snackfoods growth

DOLLAR 
GROWTH $12m

6.9%
(2016)

SNACKFOODS HAS RECORDED 
SUCCESSIVE YEARS OF FASTER GROWTH  

Sales ($ millions) and YOY growth (%)

5.7%
(2015)

TOTAL
SNACKFOODS

$186m

Snackfoods growth nearing 7% represented an 
improvement on a strong 2015

The $186 million Snackfoods category – consisting of 
Chips, Nuts, Popcorn, Nutritional Bars, Dried Fruit, and 
Pretzels – again outperformed the P&C average in 2016. 
Dollar growth of 6.9% was up from 5.7% in 2015, and 
amounted to $12 million in additional sales revenue for 
the industry. All core Snackfood segments were in growth, 
which reflects the contrasting demand for both healthy 
and indulgent treats. 

In particular, protein-based and natural snacking options 
are gaining traction, as well as gourmet flavours that 
reflect “choice premiumisation”. Share reductions in Chips 
continued as Popcorn in particular has taken a bite out of 
revenues. 

A high propensity to snack bodes well for the 
category

Snacking is now an ingrained aspect of eating culture, 
with two-thirds of Australians snacking in-between 
meals according to IPSOS. Nestle Snackscape 
research from 2016 revealed that one in three snacks 
consumed by adults is eaten out of home, which is an 
inherent opportunity for P&C retailers. Around a quarter 
of Australians rely on snacks for optimal nourishment, 
with IRI Shopper Panel research revealing that 25% of 
Australians deem snacking as being “essential to meeting 
daily nutritional goals.” Overall, consumers snack for a 
variety of reasons: an energy or nutritional boost, to de-
stress or indulge, or because of needs that are occasion-
led such as watching a movie, attending a sporting event 
or socialising with friends at-home. 

Triple-digit growth in the resurgent Popcorn 
segment was the key growth driver 

Popcorn accounted for just over 5% of Snackfood dollar 
sales in 2016, but 43% of the dollar growth. It is a segment 
that has performed well across channels (and countries) 
as consumers seek out alternative snacking choices. The 
light and crunchy ready to eat Popcorn format has gotten 
more attention with brands touting gourmet flavours, 
vibrant packaging and a healthful positioning.

Source: IRI MarketEdge and AACS Member submissions
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131.6

156.2

9.0 1.4 2.0
16.4

2.0 9.5

Popcorn Nutritional Bars NutsChips

5% 68%16% 11%

PRIVATE LABEL AND BRANDED NPD  
UNDERPINNED MOST POPCORN GROWTH

Popcorn continued to record triple-digit growth in 2016 

Ready-to-eat Popcorn gained further traction in P&C stores in 2016 as the product format continues to shake off legacy 
associations of being a mostly unhealthy snack to accompany movies. Instead, it has emerged a “permissible treat.” Dollar growth of 
132% in 2016, while down slightly from the 150% recorded in 2015, reflects a trending bagged snack in both Grocery and P&C. 
But the limited real estate in P&C stores helps to circumvent a merchandising challenge within Grocery where it is often located 
in multiple aisles. Popcorn in P&C has also become more affordable following two consecutive years of double-digit declines on 
a price per unit basis.

Popcorn’s brand landscape in P&C changed in 2016

Having grown by more than 200% in 2015, Cobs fell into decline (-4.6%) in 2016. Negative growth was despite a 49% increase 
in distribution. Instead, the strongest growth derived from private label Popcorn as 7-Eleven made a foray into the trending snack 
format in 2016. 7-Eleven’s Sallted Caramel offering has been a particularly strong performer and is a telling example of leveraging 
a trending flavour from adjacent categories. Additionally, the 3 new Kettle Popcorn options from Snackbrands made an impact 
in P&C having secured a distribution rate above 50% in just a few months. Another brand to watch going forward is Pop Fiction, 
an Australian-owned brand that launched in late-2016. With its key ingredients grown locally, Pop Fiction was developed in 
recognition that Popcorn has been a core growth driver in the snack category for the past 3 years. Another overseas innovation 
worth noting is the Propercorn brand. Already the UK’s fastest growing brand, Propercorn unveiled a new award-winning sharing 
format in mid-2016. The pack features a pinch and tear panel that can be easily removed to create a bowl for sharing.

TRIPLE-DIGIT GROWTH IN POPCORN WAS THE DRIVING FORCE OF GROWTH IN 2016 
Top 3 growth segments

43% 19%32% 14%

  Dollar Growth (%)      Units Growth (%)   Source: IRI MarketEdge

SHARE OF GROWTH (%)

DOLLAR SHARE OF CATEGORY
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Popcorn became a key fixture of 
7- Eleven’s private label food offer

POPCORN: ONGOING TRIPLE DIGIT 
GROWTH IN 2016 

Private Label2015

150%
VALUE

198%
UNITS

1065%
VALUE

N/A%
VALUE

-4.8%
VALUE

2016

132%
VALUE

156%
UNITS

HAVING LED GROWTH IN 2015,  
COBS DECLINED  

Key growth driving brands

AS A LEADING FORCE IN P&C FOOD RETAIL, 7-ELEVEN CAPITALISED UPON POPCORN’S 
NEWFOUND POPULARITY IN 2016

Source: 7eleven.com.au

Source: IRI MarketEdge
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SNACKFOODS

NUTRITION BARS: DOLLAR AND UNITS 
GROWTH WAS UP IN 2016 

2015

8.5%
VALUE

6.4%
UNITS

100%
VALUE

331%
VALUE

22.9%
VALUE

2016

16.4%
VALUE

9.0%
UNITS

THE TWO LEADING BRANDS GENERATED 
TRIPLE-DIGIT GROWTH   

Key growth driving brands

Nutrition bar growth reflects a stronger  
desire for health on the go

Bounce led double-digit growth in Nutritional Bars

Dollar growth in Nutritional Bars (+16.4%) was almost twice the rate recorded in 2015. It reflects health mindful consumers 
embracing snacks that are portion controlled, portable, and contain trending ingredients/nutrients. The leading growth driving 
brand, Bounce, recorded 100% dollar growth in 2016 – up from 56% in 2015. Bounce was the third most significant growth 
generating Snackfoods brand in 2016. The high energy, protein rich snack touts higher quality natural ingredients without artificial 
colours, preservatives or refined sugar. All such virtues are clearly articulated via front-of-pack health messaging on bright coloured 
packs that create immediate shelf-impact. Bounce growth has also been boosted by pack format innovation, with 30g format 
introduced in 2016 to align with the smaller footprint of P&C stores at a price point that competes with confectionery products. 
Similarly, the 120g resealable pouch bag format developed in 2016 resembles Sugar Confectionery hang packs.

Quest and Carman’s also performed strongly in 2016

Another international brand riding the positive momentum of high protein wrapped snacks is Quest Nutrition. Following on 
from 2015, Quest again recorded triple-digit dollar growth, which is consistent with its rapid growth trajectory in North America 
where Inc. named Quest the second fastest growing private company in 2014. Quest’s appeal stems from a range that is high 
in protein, has no sugar added, low carb content, and very few ingredients (which aligns with the trend towards cleaner labels). 
Another brand contributing growth in the segment is Carman’s Oat Slice (+23%), which is also performing extremely strongly in 
Australian Grocery. The popularity of Carman’s reflects how smaller and locally entrepreneurial brands tend to be perceived as 
being more virtuous in their use of better quality and healthier ingredients versus larger brands. 

Source: IRI MarketEdge
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In-store displays are catering to customers  
seeking healthier food alternatives

New store layouts are placing more emphasis on dedicated health sections 

The strong performance of brands like Bounce has dovetailed with the dedicated focus on better-for-you zones within P&C retail, 
such as those used in the modernised Caltex stores. For example, specific zones reflect more concerted efforts to offer healthy food 
alternatives for health conscious Australians on the go. The challenge that brands have in the segment is the additional scrutiny 
among consumers towards ingredient specifics – especially sugar and the length of the ingredient list. One out of every two adult 
Australians strongly agree that packaged products have too much sugar in them according to IPSOS. This has been a driving force 
of negative dollar growth in Muesli Bars in the Grocery channel (with Carman’s proving to be one of the few exceptions).

Growth of Bounce has 
dovetailed with the use of 

healthier option zones
  Caltex, Sydney

Although layouts vary by location, the use of  
sections that group similar better-for-you product  

offerings together is consistent
The Foodary, Caltex Concord, Sydney

Source: Author photography and c-store.com.au

SNACKFOODS
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Chips growth slowed in 2016, but choice 
premiumisation was evident

Chips dollar growth in P&C slowed to 2% in 2016, which was lower than Grocery

Chips is the most important Snackfoods segment accounting for more than two-thirds dollar share (68%), albeit down from 74% in 
2014. The relatively strong performance of Chips in Grocery (+3.6%) – as well as consumers opting for Popcorn – appears to have 
contributed to slowing sales of Chips in P&C in 2016. Dollar growth fell from 4.8% in 2015 to 2.0% in 2016 with Chips accounting 
for 5 of the 6 worst performing Snackfood brands contributing negative sales growth. With consumers taking advantage of the 
high frequency of 50% discounts in Grocery, and pantry stocking in doing so, it likely reduces the incidences that the P&C channel 
will be used as a form of top-up shopping for subsequent consumption at-home. 

eading growth brands reflect “choice premiumisation” in the Chips segment

Despite slowing growth, 3 of the top 4 growth generating brands have clear premium connotations. Having recorded mid-single 
digit dollar declines in 2016, Red Rock Deli grew 11.6% in 2016 supported by strong in-store merchandising and new advertising. 
More significantly brand growth has been bolstered by its newer range of Sweet Potato Crisps, particularly the Garlic Rosemary & 
Thyme 60g SKU. The Sweet Potato Chip line has also been a strong performer in Grocery by introducing new consumers to the 
category. It is a leading example of suppliers constructing savoury snacks from more virtuous ingredients (sweet potato being very 
much on-trend right now). The brand’s popularity was also apparent with the Sweet Potato Crisps range receiving the Flavour of 
the Year award the 2017 Product of the Year (POY) event. 

The number two growth contributing brand, Kettle, also recorded dollar growth above 20% for the second consecutive year. And 
the newly introduced Red Rock Deli Special Reserve brand – which combines culinary-inspired ingredients in novel ways and was 
launched in response to demand for “special new taste experiences” among food curious consumers – was the Chip segment’s 
fourth most significant growth adding brand. The impact of these premium tier brands meant that Chips dollar growth was above 
units growth whereas the opposite was apparent in 2015. Looking forward, it will be interesting to see if PepsiCo brings its 
successful UK Tear ‘n’ Share innovation – a unique Chips bag that turns in to a bowl – to the Australian market.

CHIPS: SLOWING DOLLAR AND UNITS 
GROWTH IN 2016

Private Label

2015

4.8%
VALUE

6.7%
UNITS

11.6%
VALUE

22.4%
VALUE

22.9%
VALUE

2016

2.0%
VALUE

1.4%
UNITS

PREMIUM BRANDS AND PRIVATE LABEL 
ARE DRIVING GROWTH   

Top 3 growth brands

Source: IRI MarketEdge
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Coles Express will continue to drive  
private label chips growth

Private label continues to be another growth theme in Chips

Private label Chips sales were almost non-existent two years ago, but this has altered as Coles Express stores have actively pushed 
popular supermarket items in large quantities through their store network. One thing that’s very telling about the in-store shopping 
experience at Coles Express/ Big Yum at Little Coles stores is the ubiquity of in-store merchandising (both on the floor and at 
the shelf) curating shoppers to the private label choice. It also apparent from the high number of shelf facings that products like 
private label Chips get.

Nuts & jerky (or biltong) growth was mostly  
led by meat snack brands

Nuts and Jerky sales growth slowed in 2016, but still neared double-digits

The Nuts and Jerky segment accounted for nearly 11% of Snackfoods’ dollar sales in 2016, and 14% share of dollar growth. 
Although dollar growth slowed (from 24% in 2015 to 10% in 2016), 2016 performance was more notable for the manner in which 
value gains were nearly 5 times higher than unit gains. The segment recorded a 7% spike in price per unit in 2016 after price 
growth had been flat in 2015. Both Nuts and Jerky/Biltong are trending because they align with the strong interest in protein-
rich (snack) foods and are generally perceived as being more wholesome than other packaged snack alternatives such as Potato 
Chips and Confectionery. This also accounts for the 8.9% dollar growth that Nuts are recording in Grocery. Also, being masculine 
protein-packed snacks aligns with the P&C channel’s traditional core demographic.

Canterbury Biltong was the most significant growth generating brand

Jerky/Biltong accounted for 7 of the segment’s top 10 growth generating SKUs in 2016. Leading growth brand, Canterbury 
Bitlong, recorded triple-digit growth on the back of the company’s “tasty, convenient and nutritional air-dried snack” proposition. 
Canterbury aligns with an array of outdoor pursuits such as tramping, camping, mountaineering, kayaking, hunting or fishing. 
Product virtues include export grade beef, a strong source of protein, low sugar, Paleo, and portability. The established global brand 

Coles Express in-store merchandising curates shoppers to private label 
  Big Yum at Little Coles (Melbourne) and Coles Express (Sydney)

Source: Author photography

SNACKFOODS
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SNACKFOODS

Nut ranging can support elevating  
perceptions of the wider fresh offer

Best-in-class examples are more akin to natural food stores
Caltex Bite, Sydney and Coles, Melbourne

Source: Author photography

Jack Link’s, the largest jerky maker in America, also recorded double-digit growth of 15.4%. However, it’s worth noting that IRI data 
from the US shows that dried meat snacks sales in convenience stores experienced a dramatic drop in the last two years partly 
because shoppers are instead gravitating toward buying fresh sandwiches, or buying combo meals for less than a bag of beef jerky.

NUTS & JERKY GROWTH SLOWED IN 2016, 
BUT REMAINED ROBUST

Private Label

2015

23.8%
VALUE

23.4%
UNITS

167%
VALUE

33.9%
VALUE

15.4%
VALUE

2016

9.5%
VALUE

2.0%
UNITS

BRANDED AND PRIVATE LABEL JERKY/
BILTONG DROVE SEGMENT GAINS   

Top 3 growth generating brands

Source: IRI MarketEdge
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ON THE GO 
FOOD

On The Go Food 
remains a key bright 
spot in P&C retailing 

growth 

DOLLAR 
GROWTH $72m

18.3%
(2016)

FASTER DOUBLE-DIGIT GROWTH IN 2016 
ADDED $72 MILLION

Sales ($ billions) and YOY growth (%)

13.0%
(2015)

TOTAL ON   
THE GO FOOD

$465m

Source: IRI MarketEdge and AACS Member submissions

SHARE OF DOLLAR GROWTH

DOLLAR SHARE OF CATEGORY

  Dollar Growth (%)      Units Growth (%)

2016 was the second successive year of 
double-digit growth in On The Go Food

Foodservice is becoming a key component of P&C 
retailing globally. As operators make food-to-go a focal 
point in-store, the channel is delivering more enticing ‘on-
trend’ food-to-go solutions that fulfil evolving shopper 
missions. 

Highlighting the evolving offer, the $465 million On The 
Go Food category in Australian P&C grew by 18.3% in 
2016 – up from 13.0% in 2015 and from 3.0% in 2014. 
Spurred by (mostly private label) NPD, and an inherent 
alignment with evolving mealtime and snacking trends, 
each of the three main sub-segments (Sandwiches, 
Fresh Cakes and Hot Pastries) recorded double-digit 
dollar growth in 2016. 

Sandwiches was the standout segment, with 2016 
growth (+28.2%) more than twice the rate observed in 
2015 (+13.1%). In fact, the 2014 AACS report noted 
that Sandwich sales were in decline (-0.8%), which is a 
reminder of just how far the industry has progressed in 
two years.

SANDWICHES, FRESH CAKES AND HOT 
PASTRIES ALL RECORDED DOUBLE-DIGIT 

DOLLAR GAINS
Top 3 growth segments ranked by share of growth

Source: IRI MarketEdge

42%

26%

30%

40%

38%

28%

Sandwiches Fresh Cakes Hot pastries

28.2

33.2

22.7
21.0

11.7
9.6
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On The Go Food has a destination driving role in a highly competitive market

As P&C operators evolve their food offers, Australians should become even more comfortable buying food in P&C stores (a 
‘win-win’ outcome). But competition for breakfast and lunch spend across channels has never been fiercer as supermarkets, 
QSRs, cafés, bakeries, delicatessens, butcheries, street food operators and P&C stores aggressively pursue “share of stomach” 
from the more informal and flexible eating patterns that characterise the on-the-go consumers. 

To have credibility as a sought after “destination,” operators must invest in the quality, variety, health and freshness of the food 
offer. Opportunity still exists to expand in-store ranges to include more (superfood) Salads and Sushi as quality focused P&C 
stores slowly transition to being a “destination shop” rather than “desperation shop.” 

To enable this, co-branding partnerships have emerged as a commercial platform to give P&C food offerings additional credibility 
in being quality-focused purveyors of On The Go Food.

Food to go underpins the proposed  
BP and Woolworths petrol deal

BP WANTS TO REPLICATE ITS “VERY SUCCESSFUL STRATEGY” FORECOURT ALLIANCES  
LIKE THE ONE WITH M&S IN AUSTRALIA

527 

WOOLWORTHS-OWNED FUEL 
CONVENIENCE SITES AND 

16 

COMMITTED DEVELOPMENT SITES

JOINTLY DEVELOPING A WORLD-CLASS 
CONVENIENCE FOOD OFFER IN A NEW 

“METRO AT BP” FORMAT

THE M&S SIMPLY FOOD LOGO ADORNS BP STORES IN THE UK. 
WOOLWORTHS METRO COULD DO THE SAME ACROSS AUSTRALIAN BP FORECOURTS NEXT YEAR

(proposed)

$1.8 
BILLION 

DEAL
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ON THE GO FOOD

Future On The Go Food growth potential underpins the BP and Woolworths Petrol deal

Underpinning BP’s proposed $1.8 billion acquisition of Woolworths’ fuel and convenience store business (which was announced 
in December 2016) is the desire among both businesses to ‘win’ from the latent potential of Food On To Go. While still subject 
to regulator approval, the possibilities of the “strategic partnership” have been compared to BP’s alliance with Marks & Spencer 
(M&S) in the UK. 

There are now nearly 250 M&S Simply Food at BP Connect stores, with plans to increase the number to 300 by early 2018. It is 
recognised as one the most effective partnerships in the market (as called out in the AACS 2015 State of the Industry report), 
and is a model being pushed as part of BPs “global strategy.” 

M&S is synonymous with a high-quality and innovative convenience food offering, which has helped enhance British consumers’ 
readiness to embrace petrol forecourt retail for a wider assortment of food products. Profitability at the BP M&S convenience 
stores is reportedly twice the industry comparator. With the power of petrol forecourt alliances clearly observable, BP’s global 
chief executive has spoken of the “chance to replicate that very successful strategy in Australia.” 

“Metro at BP” will likely resemble successful aspects of BPs overseas partnerships

Woolworths executives are reported to have visited the UK to draw inspiration from the BP Marks & Spencer operation. BP 
offers Woolworths an opportunity to propel the footprint for its Metro offer, which is a core part of its long-term growth plan to 
capitalise on the growth of inner-city dwellers and commuter hubs – much in the way that convenience store-sized supermarkets 
such as Tesco Metro and Sainsbury’s Local have become an established fixture on UK high streets. 

The “Metro at BP” format is anticipated to result in up to 200 BP stores being  upgraded. It is notable that M&S pushes own 
label hard within its merchandising mix; Woolworths can be expected to adopt a similar approach should the deal be approved.

M&S SIMPLY FOOD PROVIDES A WIDE RANGE  
OF INSPIRING FOOD PRODUCTS

SIMPLY FOOD PROVES THAT THE P&C CHANNEL OPERATORS CAN TANTALISE THE TASTE BUDS, 
AND DELIVER HIGH SATISFACTION AND STRONG SALES GROWTH IN DOING SO
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ON THE GO FOOD

The M&S food business continues to be a strong performer

The 2016 M&S Annual Report proudly proclaims that “quality, innovation and convenience are the hallmarks of our Food 
business.” M&S food revenues were up 3.6% in 2016, which compared to negative growth of -2.2% in the company’s clothing – 
a trend that has characterised the retailer’s trading performance for some time. Of particular note has been the continued appeal 
and expansion of the M&S Simply Food c-stores, which focus on fresh foods and ready meals that tap into cravings for exciting 
and inspiring food creations and flavour experiences delivered conveniently.

The modern merchandising mix attracts more female customers than typical P&C stores. This likely influenced M&S Simply Food 
winning the convenience store category when consumer watchdog Which? surveyed UK shoppers to compile its first ranking 
of the nation’s c-stores in early 2017.

Local operators have also converted  
P&C sites into food destinations

PUMA ENERGY LAUNCHED 7TH STREET IN MID-2016 TO ADDRESS CONSUMERS ONLY VISITING 
SERVICE STATION CAFÉ AND CONVENIENCE STORES AS A LAST RESORT

Puma Energy launched its new café convenience concept, 7th Street, in mid-2016 

Promising an end to the “bland petrol station snack-stop,” Puma’s new artisan café and convenience store concept delivers 
Barista-made coffee and fresh baguettes, Brubecks salads, the YouFoodz range, and freshly made gourmet chicken wraps. 

The 7th Street food offer is augmented by free Wi-Fi and phone recharging stations. The overarching aim is to resemble the 
products and service that Australians would expect from a friendly, local café. 

Puma has also embraced digital menus that are a common feature of modern QSRs, making it easier for customers to select 
from a range of options.
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Food to go is the pillar of Caltex’s new  
food & services convenience hub

Caltex aims to be a “food and services convenience hub” with The Foodary

Caltex has been stepping up its efforts to modernise P&C retailing in 2016-17 in recognition that quality is going to be a 
deciding factor when it comes to choosing a petrol station for food. 

Partnerships with Sumo Salad, Boost Juices, Guzman Y Gomez have been key to this. Such an approach was evident in the 
creation of Caltex’s newest retail concept store ‘The Foodary,’ located in Sydney’s Concord district. 

The Foodary offers healthy meal options, including an instore Sumo Salad bar in order to help change the way people think of 
food bought at a service station (Sumo Salad has more than 100 stores Australia-wide). The partnership also allows Sumo to 
expand beyond shopping centres and into commuter hubs. 

The Foodary also features Caltex’s expanding range of own label sandwiches, wraps and pre-prepared breakfast, lunch and 
dinner options to go meals, locally roasted barista-made coffee, a daily laundry service and parcel pick-up point. 

The overall aim is to “transform the former Caltex Star Mart into a food and services convenience hub,” which was also a 
motivator behind its recent purchase of Melbourne sandwich and coffee bar operator Nashi, which has nine outlets.

Great in-store ambience has the potential to drive basket spend 

The Foodary’s modern interior design also caters for indoor and outdoor seating opportunities, which was a common theme 
among the stores featured in the 2016 AACS Downunder Study Tour. Those operators with the real estate to accommodate 
seating have the potential to drive basket size; research by HIM Research & Consulting in the UK has shown that shoppers who 
take a seat spend up to 40% more than other shoppers.

ON THE GO FOOD

CALTEX HAS EMBRACED A FRESH TAKE ON FUEL AND CONVENIENCE WITH “THE FOODARY” 
LOCATED IN SYDNEY’S INNER WEST
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ON THE GO FOOD

SHIFTING PERCEPTIONS: SOCIAL MEDIA ACTIVITY FROM THE FOODARY PROUDLY SHOWCASES 
THE POSITIVE ATTRIBUTES OF THE EXPANSIVE FOOD OFFERS

The sharing of food images, or “food porn,” on social media has become a socio-cultural phenomenon globally. P&C operators 
can tap into the trend – and the way food more generally acts as a powerful messaging medium – by putting emphasis on the 
quality and variety of the food offer. 

Recent Facebook activity from the Foodary proudly showcases the positive attributes of the expansive food offers such as the 
fresh barista-made coffee, Asian Noodle salad and fresh handmade sandwiches. 

Enticing food imagery works seamlessly  
into marketing communications
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Higher sandwiches growth mostly reflected  
a better private label offer

Led by private label, Sandwich sales growth more than doubled in 2016 

Sandwiches further emerged as destination driving products in 2016, as the pre-packed offer slowly begins to resemble 
more developed markets overseas. YOY dollar growth of Sandwiches sold through Australian P&C stores more than doubled 
(+28.2%), while units sold nearly tripled (+33.2%). As a result, Sandwiches generated 42% of the category’s total growth. 

Improved performance was predominantly led by private label, which grew by 77% in 2016 and accounted for 4 of the top 8 
On The Go Food brands. Private label now represents more than 80% of Sandwich sales in P&C; parallels exist with Hot Drinks 
because the retailer offer underpins a USP that reflects well on the retail banner overall and drives store footfall. 

The pre-packaged sandwich offering in P&C has evolved in recent years

While the leading sandwich growth items tend to be traditional fillings, the last 2 years have been notable in terms of a more 
varied and gourmet selection range of pre-packed sandwiches and wraps. 

Higher quality and a more expansive choice has also been a foundation for the rise of the ‘meal deal’ – a fundamental driver 
of food-to-go in the UK and long recognised as a broader footfall and basket size driver of best-in-class P&C stores. Here in 
Australia, retailers are spurring incremental purchases through the use of ‘meal deal offers’ and ranging packaged sandwiches 
next to produce (which done well can be an enticing freshness cue for the shopper). Meal deals also generate interest and trial 
for (branded) drinks and snacks that are bundled up in deals and thus support launch cases for other retailers by illustrating 
proof of demand. 

2015

13.1%
VALUE

11.8%
UNITS

2016

28.2%
VALUE

33.2%
UNITS

Source: IRI MarketEdge

SANDWICHES: ACCELERATING 
DOUBLE-DIGIT GROWTH 

QUALITY, VARIETY AND MERCHANDISING  
OF SANDWICHES IMPROVED IN 2016

+77%
PRIVATE LABEL 

SANDWICH GROWTH

ON THE GO FOOD
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Retailers cannot afford to be complacent when it comes to choice or quality

Compared to the phenomenal diversity of styles and flavours available in overseas markets, there is still considerable growth 
opportunity to be realised in Australia. Indeed, with both Sandwiches and Hot Pastries there is a clear opportunity for operators 
to provide a contemporary twist on established favourites. Sandwich retailing may also necessitate a shift towards a dynamic 
pricing model whereby prices vary according to demand by time of day. Doing so can also help minimise waste.

COLES EXPRESS AND 7-ELEVEN LED THE  
NEAR 30% GROWTH IN SANDWICH SALES

SANDWICHES HAVE BEEN A KEY AREA OF GROWTH FOR COLES AND 7-ELEVEN
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Hot pastries growth was driven by strong  
underlying demand and NPD

Strong underlying demand continues to propel double-digit growth in Hot Pastries 

Hot Pastries’ dollar growth neared 12% in 2016 – up from 8.5% in 2015. The inclusion of premium ingredients and contemporary 
flavours in recent NPD (both private label and branded) has helped to drive dollar growth above units growth. So too has the fact 
that Australians are drawn to freshly baked and filling products with strong and bold flavours. 

Growth in Hot Pastries sold in P&C has coincided with a spike in the number of Australians (aged 14+) who like eating pies 
(and pasties). Since 2013, that number has grown from 8.1 million (42.6%) to almost 9.4 million people (47.5%) according to 
Roy Morgan. And while there is a gender skew, it is not highly pronounced; among those who enjoy eating pies, 57.4% are men 
and 42.6% are women.

Private label share is now approaching 40% of Hot Pastries

Private label’s share of Hot Pastries nearly doubled from 2014-16 as 7-Eleven and Coles in particular have invested in, and 
driven growth. Private label now accounts for 39% dollar share of Hot Pastries following 74% dollar growth in 2015 and 29% 
dollar growth in 2016. 

National brand suppliers also continue to up the ante

The FOUR’N TWENTY Real Chunky sub-brand was the second largest growth contributing offer in the Hot Pastries segment 
following dollar growth nearing 92%. Made with slow-cooked pieces of 100% Australian steak, the FOUR’N TWENTY Real 
Chunky Steak Pie was recently awarded a Bronze Medal in the Great Aussie Pie Competition. 

Elsewhere, Mrs Macs – which is the largest brand by share and tends to perform particularly strongly in independents – also 
recorded robust growth of 3.3%. The brand’s contribution to independents was reflected by it winning Food Manufacturer of the 
Year at the United Convenience Buyers (UCB) annual national conference. 

2015

8.5%
VALUE

12.4%
UNITS

2016

11.7%
VALUE

9.6%
UNITS

Source: IRI MarketEdge

HOT PASTRIES CONTINUE TO BE A 
STAPLE OF GRAB N’ GO EATING

GROWTH IS DERIVED FROM A MORE 
EXPANSIVE PRIVATE LABEL OFFER

REAL CHUNKY 

Private Label

ON THE GO FOOD

29.3%
VALUE

91.6%
VALUE

3.3%
VALUE
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Fresh Cake gains were again led by the  
7-Eleven and Krispy Kreme tie-up

Krispy Kreme remained the dominant growth driver of Fresh Cakes

Krispy Kreme has recorded 20%-plus dollar growth in Australian P&C for the past 2 years. It accounted for 62% of all Fresh 
Cake dollar growth in 2016. The relationship with 7-Eleven, which dates back to 2011, is symptomatic of the innovativeness 
of the Australian market given that it was only in mid-2016 that Krispy Kreme in the US announced its intent to break out of 
foodservice to produce a line of packaged foods sold at convenience stores. 

Continued growth of Krispy Kreme (irrespective of channel) owes much to flavour innovation continuously creating new reasons 
for enthusiasts to engage with the brand. For example, Krispy Kreme came together with Reese’s for the peanut butter doughnut 
in 2016. Krispy Kreme also launched its “Around the World” range in with new tastes inspired by Italy, Argentina, Mexico, and 
England. In 2017, a new range of doughnuts is “inspired by the flavours of cinema.”

Other private label brands also neared 30% dollar growth in 2016 

Stores are increasingly luring customers with the promise of freshly baked goods – not least because such items are 
complimentary purchases to the barista-made coffee offering that is also becoming so important to the P&C offer. 

Fresh baked in-store food-to-go also plays a key part in the store’s point of difference  Operators that are taking the freshly 
baked offer seriously often include chalkboards to indicate when the last bake was. This reassures customers and can be a real 
drawcard for those looking for products to accompany a good quality cup of coffee.

2015

29.1%
VALUE

28.9%
UNITS

2016

22.7%
VALUE

21.0%
UNITS

Source: IRI MarketEdge

FRESH CAKES CONTINUED 
TO GROW ABOVE 20%, ALBEIT 
SLIGHTLY DOWN VERSUS 2015

THE GROWTH TRAJECTORY FOR FRESH CAKES IS 
HEAVILY DRIVEN BY THE KRISPY KREME BRAND

23.4%
VALUE

61.6%
SHARE OF  
DOLLAR  
GROWTH
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Recharge Card sales have been hit by consumers 
embracing contracts 

Recharge Cards account for 80% of the category’s dollar 
sales, but have recorded double-digit dollar declines in 
P&C for 2 consecutive years. Recharge Cards have been 
impacted by the strong appetite for constantly updated 
high-end Smartphones, which entice consumers towards 
contracts in order to help offset the considerable cost of 
the new handset itself. Nearly 8-in-10 (79%) of Australia’s 
16.2 million smartphone owners use either an Apple 
iPhone or a Samsung handset according to Roy Morgan.

Phone Card sales also declined significantly in 
2016

Phone Card sales posted a -26.7% dollar growth 
decline in 2016. Accelerated declines were influenced 
by the improved provision of competitive international 
calling rates through mobile subscription plans and the 
proliferation of free-to-use calling services available 
through popular communication apps like FaceTime, 
Skype, Viber, WhatsApp and Facebook.   

The need to be constantly online, and charged 
up, boosted accessory growth

Australians are constantly connected online. Highlighting 
this, IRI Shopper Panel research found that 46% 
subscribe to the statement that “the internet provides my 
primary means of social communication” and that 50% 
state it would be “difficult to give up my smartphone.” This 

MOBILE ACCESSORIES FROM WALKNTALK 
IS ONE OF THE FEW BRIGHT SPOTS

20162016

5.9%
VALUE

10.8%
VALUE

Source: IRI MarketEdge
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OTHER 
NON-FOOD 

MERCHANDISE

Communications 
continued to lose 

share of P&C dollar 
sales in 2016

DOLLAR 
GROWTH $-50m

COMMUNICATIONS RECORDED  
DOUBLE-DIGIT DECLINES
Sales (millions) and YOY growth

-10.1%
(2015)

TOTAL
COMMS

$378m

Communications continued to lose share of total 
P&C dollar sales in 2016

After recording dollar growth in 2013 and 2014, 
Communications posted double-digit declines in both 
2015 (-10.1%) and 2016 (-11.7%). The category now 
commands less than 5% share of the industry. Accelerated 
declines in Recharge Cards (-14.1%), as well as declines 
in Phone Cards (-26.7%), underpinned the category’s 
-$50 million dollar losses in 2016. 

Source: IRI MarketEdge and AACS Member submissions

-11.7%
(2016)
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inherent need for connectivity – and staying charged-up when on the go – has boosted sales of fast-charging car and wall 
chargers. Accordingly, sales of Mobile Accessories in P&C stores have grown in the last two years (+14.1% in 2016 and +3.5% 
in 2015). The uplift in 2016 was likely impacted by the phenomenal rise of Pokemon Go, and the growing reliance on GPS 
functionality of smart phone apps. The walkntalk brand has been the main driver of growth on the back of double-digit (10.8%) 
growth in 2016. It also adds importance to the provision of in-store connectivity as more retailers within the channel include 
dedicated charging zones in or around sit-down areas.

 
Printed materials was again hit by declines  

in newspapers and magazines

Printed Material’s -$14 million declines were driven by Newspapers and Magazines

The $156 million Printed Materials category now accounts for less than 2% of the P&C industry following negative dollar growth 
of -8.2%. The category’s losses amounted to -$14 million. 

Accelerated declines in Newspapers and Magazines impacted performance the most

Newspapers, which account for 75% of dollar sales in the Printed Materials category, recorded negative growth of -4.2% in 
2016. This was down from -1.8% in 2015. Loss of Print Newspaper readership will have influenced the performance following a 
4.3 percentage point drop in Australians aged 14+ who read print newspapers in an average week in 2016 versus 2015. Print 
readership exceeded digital readership (web or app) in only two of the many Newspaper publications tracked by Roy Morgan. 
Meanwhile, Magazines (23% share) posted negative growth of -19.5%, which was marginally worse than the -18.8% loss in 2015.

Source: IRI MarketEdge and AACS Member submissionsDOLLAR 
GROWTH $-14m

PRINTED MATERIALS RECORDED HIGH 
SINGLE-DIGIT DECLINES
Sales (millions) and YOY growth

ALL SEGMENTS DECLINED IN 2016, MOST 
IMPORTANTLY NEWSPAPERS AND MAGAZINES

YOY growth by segment

-8.5%
(2015)

PRINTED 
MATERIALS

$156m

-8.2%
(2016)

-4.2%
VALUE

-19.5%
VALUE

-23.9%
VALUE

Magazines Books MapsNewspapers

-46.4%
VALUE
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Australians relied less on P&C stores  
for travel tickets in 2016 

Travel Tickets sales through P&C stores fell in 2016

The $172 million Travel Ticket category lost $9 million dollars in 2016 on the back of a -5.0% YOY decline. It marked a reversal 
in fortunes for a category that holds 2.1% share of the total P&C industry. All 3 key Travel Ticket brands – each of which is 
aligned to a specific state territory – recorded negative growth in 2016. Go (Queensland) fell by -2.5%, Opal (New South Wales) 
declined -4.1% and Myki (Victoria) posted a second successive year of negative dollar growth (-6.2%). 

Negative growth was mostly driven by Opal 

The performance of Opal in New South Wales was the standout driver of the category’s negative growth. Double-digit gains in 
2015 (+29.7%) had underpinned the growth of the overall Travel Tickets category in the year. But less frequent purchases of 
the higher value top up options ($40, $60, $80 and $100) have since contributed to the category’s -$9 million losses in 2016.

Evolution in infrastructure means that ticket purchases are self-enabled

As train stations, bus stations and transport vehicles have been upgraded with new technology to support the roll out of top up 
smartcards, Australia’s digitally connected consumers can seamlessly top-up without going into stores (regardless of channel). 
Such self-enablement is likely to inhibit the sales of Travel Tickets in P&C stores for the foreseeable future, especially with 
research suggesting that Australians are keenly looking to the future of using their Mobile Phones and Credit Cards directly on 
public transport. Highlighting this, over half of Australians surveyed by Pureprofile said that they would be happy to embrace 
more modern technologies such as bank cards or mobile phones to access public transport (like Oyster Card in the UK).

TRAVEL TICKET PERFORMANCE  
REVERSED IN 2016

Sales (millions) and YOY growth (%)

ALL 3 KEY BRANDS DECLINED IN 2016
Key performance driving brands

OTHER NON-FOOD MERCHANDISE

3.6%
VALUE

29.7%
VALUE

Source: IRI MarketEdge and AACS Member submissions

-11.4%
VALUE

-6.2%
VALUE

-4.1%
VALUE

-2.5%
VALUE

2015 2016

DOLLAR 
GROWTH $-9m

6.6%
(2015)

TRAVEL 
TICKETS

$172m

-5.0%
(2016)
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General merchandise posted stronger  
growth due to payment/gift cards 

General Merchandise posted accelerated double-digit growth in 2016 

The $451 million General Merchandise category became even more important to the P&C industry in 2016. YOY dollar growth of 
19.6% amounted to an additional $74 million in revenue, and reflects a category that can adopt bespoke ranging that responds 
to the needs and trends of the local market. Among the 32 product segments within the category, 4 had a notable impact on the 
dollar growth trajectory: Gift/Payment Cards (+53.1%), Bait & Ice (+4.0%), Fire Needs (+4.3%) and Toys (-17.4%).

Paysafe, a prepaid solution for online payments, was the standout performer

Paysafe is a relatively new brand here in Australia, but has a global presence. In fact, it claims to be “the world’s most popular 
and proven online prepaid payment method.” From a usage perspective, it enables safe and simple online prepaid payments 
for lifestyle interests such as gaming, social media, music, and film. For users, it means that neither a bank account nor a credit 
card is needed. After Imperial Tobacco and private label, Paysafe was the third largest growth generating brand across the total 
industry in 2016 (IRI scan operators only), accounting for upwards of 14% share of dollar growth. Differing dollar values of 
Paysafe cards accounted for the top 4 growth generating SKUs in General Merchandise ($100, $50, $20 and $10). Paysafe 
is available in BP, Caltex, City Convenience, Coles, IGA, Ezymart, Puma, United, Night Owl, Spar, WHSmith, Coles, Woolworths, 
Bing Lee, Harvey Norman, and Myer.

General Merchandise continues to play to key role in community aligned stores

P&C retailers’ knowledge, understanding of, and connections to the communities in which they operate are invaluable. This 
is especially true of smaller/independent operators for whom a compelling and localised General Merchandise range can 
accentuate the store’s role in the community. Catering to localised shopper missions can help prevent local shoppers (and 
tourists) from having to travel to major shopping centres. Optimal merchandising choices necessitate being responsive to 
ongoing dialogue with local customers in order to best accommodate their needs/preferences. 

DOLLAR 
GROWTH $74m

YOY GROWTH MORE THAN  
DOUBLED IN 2016 

Sales (millions) and YOY growth (%)

PAYSAFE ONLINE PAYMENT CARDS MADE A BIG 
IMPACT ON THE INDUSTRY IN 2016

Leading performance influencing segments

9.8%
(2015)

GENERAL
MERCH.

$451m

19.6%
(2016)

-17.4%
VALUE

Gift/Payment 
Cards

53.1%
VALUE

76%

Bait & Ice 

4.0%
VALUE

7%

Toys

-3%

SHARE OF DOLLAR GROWTH

Fire Needs

4.3%
VALUE

12%

Source: IRI MarketEdge and AACS Member submissions
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We often emphasise the importance of innovation in ensuring our businesses and our industry remain relevant and competitive 
well into the future. AACS views innovation as a core pillar and a key purpose of our existence, and we therefore keep a close 
eye on the new trends, services and technologies in the international convenience industry with the potential to be adapted to 
the Australian market.

In 2011, the AACS commissioned research into what the challenges and opportunities were for the future as we approach the 
year 2020, and the findings then are still relevant today:

Convenience retailing…

The keys to success are collaboration, innovation and differentiation

…is faced with major threats: The 
major grocery chains (and QSR to a lesser 
degree) are increasingly developing their 
store designs and product offerings to 
target the convenience shopper.

Collaboration: Both suppliers and 
retailers need greater horizontal and vertical 
collaboration across the convenience 
retailing industry to compete with the 
economies of scale and supply chain power 
of the major grocery chains.

…is hindered by several weaknesses: 
The major threats to convenience retailing 
are compounded by premium prices, low 
margins, inefficient distribution, and an 
over-reliance on cigarettes and other 
‘unhealthy’ products which are under 
intensifying regulatory pressures.

Innovation: A number of convenience 
retailing innovations can be seen globally 
in a number of areas, such as new product 
offers, store design, as well as leveraging 
available technology.

…has key advantages: Key advantages 
for convenience retailing lie in the demand 
for fuel and the vast store footprint across 
many retail brands, resulting in a large 
amount of store traffic; an element which 
can be leveraged for future growth.

Differentiation: Differentiation within and 
outside convenience retailing is key and 
can be applied to the overall proposition, 
product offering, store design, and 
technologies utilised. Convenience retailers 
essentially need to develop and market a 
clear reason why shoppers should visit their 
stores rather than increasingly convenient 
grocery and QSR outlets.

…requires change: The current 
convenience retailing proposition is not 
sustainable for future growth, with a 
number of changes identified as necessary 
so as to compete successfully and achieve 
sustained growth in the lead up to 2020.

Final 
Thoughts 
and 
Looking 
Ahead
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And the future? ‘AACS Convenience 2030’  

We have every right to have confidence and be positive about the future of the convenience industry. The challenge for the industry 
is to continue attracting and satisfying the channel’s traditional customer base (younger, working men who smoke and purchase 
fuel), while enticing infrequent shoppers to buy more. Fulfilling this challenge requires a lens towards the future. Look out for a 
new research project called ‘AACS Convenience 2030’ in which we will explore further horizons, and will provide complimentary 
insights to the State of the Industry report. The objectives include short and long-term goals focused on harnessing areas for 
improvement, untapped opportunity, an innovation across the convenience retailing industry. Specific objectives are to:

• Identify short- (1 to 2 years), medium- (3-5 years) and long- (5 to 10 years) term issues and opportunities facing the 
Australian convenience retailing industry;

• Review emerging global convenience retailing, customer, and staff trends;

• Identify best practice to provide inspiration for ongoing transformation and innovation in the Australian convenience retailing 
industry.

AACS remains committed to our pillars of Representation, Innovation, Communication and Education

AACS will continue to advocate for our industry in areas affecting the things that matter to our members and could affect 
them positively or negatively; e.g. continued Tobacco regulation, ‘health’ taxes, food regulations, penalty rates, alcohol sales 
regulations, container deposit legislation and importantly petrol theft.

For more information or AACS Membership  
details contact:

Jeff Rogut   
Chief Executive Officer

Australasian Association of Convenience Stores Limited 
ACN: 156 638 023

Mobile:  0467 873 789

Office:   03 9807 5552

Email:   jeff@aacs.org.au

Website: www.aacs.org.au

Mail:   PO Box 2309, Mt Waverley  
 VIC 3149 Australia
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